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Students facing financial problems
due to change iii Credit Union
D A change in routing
codes causes clients'
checks to bounce.
By ROBIN LONGAKER
Staff Writer

'.)

Have you bounced any
checks recently? If you belong
to the UCF Federal Credit
Union, it may not be because of
insufficient funds.
Duane Grant, a former
UCF student, alleges that he
lost a total of $304.18 because
the credit union failed to notify
him of a change in the routing
number of its checks.
The routing number is
on the bottom left comer of a
check and is the code that routs
checks through the federal banking system.
Once this code is
changed by banks or credit
unions, customers have to get
new checks so they can be properly routed under the new

processor's code.
Mike Murray, president of the UCF Credit Union,
disagrees with the accusation~
made by Grant.
"This has been a very
sensitive issue," said Murray,
"I've taLl(ed to a number of
people about it."
Murray said the credit
union gave customers a series
of five written announcements
about the upcoming change in
routing numbers, including
printing messages on the newsletters, bank statements, sending a separate letter in April
1993 and posting notices in the
bank itself in August 1993.

Some students 'ignored
Grant, whose paychecks are automatically deposited in his accoupt and is never
on campus to see the notices,
says not enough was done by
the credit union to make customers like him aware of the
change.
Grant also believes that

students who go to the automatic teller machines or whose
parents directly deposit money
into their accounts were overlooked.
"If I was the only person who missed [the notices], I
wouldn't be saying this," said
Grant, "but this has happened
to about 100 other people besides me."
Ninety-seven other
credit union customers were
experiencing similar problems
with returned checks as of Sept.

29.

Union gave extra time
"When we got over ·~h~
initial shock of a lot of checks
being returned," said Murray,
"we sent out letters and tried to
get in touch with individuals
personally."
The change in routing
numbers was decided upon by
the credit union's Board of Directors as a means of saving

see Credit Union, page 5
-

UCF student's outstanding achievements
help him win-coveted FBI internship

)

D Kenneth
Ozkaptan becomes
first UCF student to
be admitted into the
program.

By ORLANDO SANCHEZ
News Editor

By AMY ADAMS
Staff Writer

Kenneth Ozkaptan
didn't know what to expect
when he went behind locked
doors and bullet-proof windows
for the most thorough interview
of his life. What he got was one
of the most coveted internships
in the law enforcement field.
In the international law
class he took last semester,
Ozkaptan leamedabouttheFBI
Honors Intemshi p program. He
applied, but the response from
professors wasn't very encouraging. No one from UCF had
ever been accepted into this pro-

Homecoming concert cancelled;
$13,000 in student A&S fees lost

Ex-FBI director Bill Sessions congratulates UCF student
Kenneth Ozkaptan.
(Courtesy/K. Ozkaptan)
gram. But Ozkaptan was determined, and with the help of the
UCF Career Resource Center
and FBI Special Agent Fleck,
he set out to prove everyone
wrong.
Approximately 2,000
students applied to the nationwide field offices. From these
applicants Kenneth Ozkaptan
was one of the 267 applicants

sent to intern at the FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C.

Chosen for interview
After submitting an essay, Ozkaptan was selected
along with ~ handful of other
students to submit a long ap-

see Ozkaptan, page 8

Thirteen thousand
dollars worth of student activity and service fees were
rained on last Friday, Oct. 15,
as the Homecoming concert
was cancelled due to bad
weather.
That was the price tag
for the concert package including Tribe After Tribe, The
Screaming Cheetah Willies
and Atlantic recording artists
Saigon Kick.
The concert, which
was supposed to have taken
place on the UCF Green, was
delayed several times during
the day, as organizers waited
for the sky to clear up, but
constant rain forced a final
cancellation. Contract stipulations forced the Campus
Activities Board to pay up
even though none of the bands

performed.
"Unfortunately this
is a chance you take when
holding an outdoor concert,"
said Dawn Harden, Program
Directoratthe University Student Center. "[Rain] was the
worst thing that could have
happened and it did. We did
everything in our power to
save the show, everyone
worked very hard, but we
could only do so much."
The concert was a
rain or shine event, so even a
slight rain would not have
stopped the event, according
to Harden. But Friday's bad
weather posed a safety and
liability risk to big to ignore.
''The concert was a
go until about 7 :30, but then
we realized that it wasn't going to let up," added Harden.
An alternate venue
for the event, in case of
see Concert, page 7
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NEWS BITS
• The Florida Orchestra volunteers to assist with the
brings "Thriller" Halloween agency's home-delivered meal
Concert to Bob Carr on Thurs- program for homebound senior
day, Oct. 28. The internation- citizens. Areas with the greatally-known pops conductor, est need for drivers include
Newton Wayland, will lead the Apopka, Dover Shores, Downorchestra in an excitng concert town Orlando, Pine Hills, Union
of ghoulish music for the Hal- Park, West Orlando, Winter
loween weekend in Orlando. Garden and Wlnter Park. Meals
The concert will begin at 7:30 can be picked up as early as
p.m. and will feature music from 10:30 a.m. and delivery routes
J.S. Bach's Toccata in D minor usually take an hour to comto Danny Elfman's "Batman plete. For more information
contact Paul Curtis at 422-4861.
Suite."
• RecToberFest '93 will
feature "UCF' s Greatest Day of
Play" with free food and prizes
at 8 a.m. on Oct. 30. Twentyfour teams will be participating
in a wide range of wacky sports.
For more information call 8232408 or stop by the Recreational
Services Room 101.
• UCF AFA is a newlyreactivated organization under
new leadership. Writers, actors,
artists, filmmakers and those
interested in both animation
(traditional and computer) and
production are welcome. Members will create joint projects
and promote student local and
independent films with cast and
crews. Already scheduled for
informal presentations with
questions and answers is Susan
J. Palmer on Oct. 28 and Tony
Platt on Nov. 4. Also scheduled
are UCF film professor Charles
Harpole, world-premiering his
documentary filmed in Russia
last year and Steven L. Schiffer,
director of special projects at
"AniMajic." Come every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. to film
portable PC3-204. For more
information call UCF-FILM.

•"Meals on Wheels" needs

•
•

•

•
•

• The first meeting of the
26th Student Senate will be at
6:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 21
in the University Dining Room.
Information on the Senate will
be given, and this will be the
final deadline to tum in your
$25 to attend the retreat. Anyone is welcome to attend.

• The Fifth Annual Timex
Fitness Week, from Oct. 18-24,
will hold scheduled events, including sand volleyball, a swimming competition, disc golf,
aerobic classes and a pegathon
run. There will be priz{!s and
Ocean Spray Drinks. For more
information call 823-2408 or
stop by RS101.
• Fellowship money is
available for students interested
in pursuing masters or doctoral
degrees in such areas as fusion
energy, applied health physics,
radioactive waste management
and industrial hygiene. Students
must have received theirundergraduate degrees in a science or
engineering discipline by August 1994. For applications or
more information, contact
Sandra Johnson or Marcia
DeMarcus, ORISE Fellowship
Porgrams, Oak Ridge Institute
.for
Science and Education;· Sci• The Annual "Friends of
the Library" Booksale will be ence/Engineering Education
held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Division, P.O. Box 117, Oak
Ridge, Tenn. 37831-0117, or
Oct. 26 at the UCF Library.
call 1-800-569-7749.
• Compiled By Jill Quinzi

•

THERE'S STILL TIME TO RUN THE

•
•
•

•
Location:

Lake Claire, UCF

Date:

October 23, 1993

Time:

10K...............8:00am
2 mlle ............9:30am ·
Kiddle Run .... lO:OOam

l!lntry J'ees: (No Refunds)
lOK
lO thru October 16, 1993
12 October 18 - 2.2.,., 1993

..

i

1B All entrants daiY of race
6 UCF students and alumni
thru October 22, 1993

2 mile

Pick up an entrv form at
Track Shack or the UCF
Wellness Center. For
r:nore Info call 823-5841.

8 thru October 16, 1993
1O October 18 - 22, 1993
12 all entrants on race daiY

1

6 UCF students and lj.lumn1
thru October 22, 1993
Kiddle Run
Free to ahlldren (8 tit under)

All paid entrants receive
a specially designed race
t-shlrt.

•
•
•

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY FROM COMPUTE~H:

1216 E. Colonial Dr., SUite 7
Orlando, FL 32803

• TRUE 30-day money-back guarantee
• One-year Parts Manufacturer's Warranty
• Five-Year Labor Manufacturer's Warranty
• Extended Warranty service available
• No extra charge for custom configurations
• Brand-name, High-quality components
• 72-hour burn-In on all systems
• Life-time TOLL-FREE Technlcal Support
• Dlsco~nted for UCF Students I I I

•

•

•

(407) 897-1304
1 (800) 330-6830
Fax: 1407) 897-1346

Wolff system tanning at

Tan-Fastique
Tanning Salon

ComPutersf Software
& PeriPherals

•

•

. . . Disaounted for
'

•
UCFllf

•
PRICES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

10 Visits for $25.00
(sign up a friend and get 2 visits free)
We also do:
·Acrylic Nails
·Infra-Slim Body Wrap
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m.
Licensed & Certified #T-50-93

282•6042
Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

• 3.511 -1.44 Meg High Density FlopPY Drive
• 4 Meg RAM -- expandable to 32 Meg
(up to 128 Meg with VESA upgrade)
• 210 M~ Hard Drive
• Super VGA Video System
-- W - 1024 X 768 - .28 DPI Monitor
-- SVGA Video Card with 1 Meg VRAM
• 101-key Keyboard
• Ports: 2 Serlal/1 Parallel/1 Game
• Software (with full documentation):
-- MS-DQS 6.0
-- MS-Windows 3.1
• · FREE 3-Button Mow;e

CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS FOR YOU:
• Choose any e;lze Hard Drive
• Choose any Video System
• Choose any ProcesBor
(80386 SX/16 to 80586-Pentium/66)
• Add Floppy. Tape and/or CD:.ROM Drives
• Upgrade to VESA Standard Local Bus
• Add any modem or printer
• Add any sound system
• Custom Software Bundles
• BEST PRICES on ANY conceivable
config uratlon

•

•
•

•
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Drums roll as UCF professor wins national .music award
Beth Radock nominated by national music sorority for her 'contributions to the field'
the achievements of which were
considered ana partly contribStaff Writer
uted to this recognition, is based
on a percussion program which
The U.S. Army Band involves 25 students.
boomed as Beth Radock was
Radock teaches percus_handed the Outstanding sion, as well as leading the
Bandswoman Award this Au- percussion section of the Marchgust, which is based mainly on ing Knights. She puts on shows
music education and contribuwhich consist of three percustions to the field.
sion ensembles that attract
The national music so- .
crowds of over 2,000 every
rority Tau Beta Sigma presented
spring.
the award at the sorority's naRadock first became
tional convention at Purdue Uniinterested in percussion over 20
versity in Indiana.
years
ago.
Radock:, an adjunct in
"When I was a kid, I
UCF' s music department for
the past four years, said she was was into playing instruments,
taken aback by the nomination but I didn't want to play just
by Tau Beta Sigma president one, and I really liked striking
things, " she said.
Melinda DeCoue.
Radock spent her un"I got this letter condergraduate
years at the Unigratulating me for winning, and
I didn't even know what I had versity of Alabama, where she
received a degree in percussion
won," Radock said.
She was surprised she performance. Shelaterreceived
won the award, because past a masters degree at the Eastman
recipients have typically been School of Music' in Rochester,
at least 30 years_ older than New York.
Radock, 32.

By REBECCA THOMAS

•

•
•
•

•

•

Other Achievements
WorkatUCF
The UCF department,

Throughouthercareer,
Radock has played backup for

such performers as Tony
Bennett, Natalie Cole and Rita
Moreno. Two of her favorite
performances are h-er works
with Michael Crawford on ''The
Phantom of the Opera" and with
the production of "A Chorus
Line."
Radock has also
worked for Walt Disney World
on parades, commercials and
productions. She quit recently,
however, to become a professor.
"I really wanted to.give
back what ·1 had learned,"
Radock said of her decision.
Even though she quit working
for Disney full time, her music
can still be heard in its commercials, and she also continues to
participate in Christmas parades
by involving UCF's music students, which usually comprise
about 95 percent of the toy soldiers. -

Recruiting new talent
Radock also works on
recruiting students for UCF' s
music program. She works in
conjunction
with . the
Interlachen Center for the Arts

Students 'molestate' vending machine
•
•

•

• Anthony Michael Cisek
•Two UCF students were
was
arrested and charged with
charged with the "molestation
of a coin <?perated vending ma- the unauthorized use of a
chine" last week. Officer Bruce driver's license and possession
Vail witnessed Trang Gia of alcoholic beverages. ·Cisek
Nguyen and Shawn Anthony used an ID belonging to Jeff
Simon tip over a
Wright to obtain
vending machine --~~~~~~-- drink fog privileges
on the second floor
at the Sigma Chi
vending area of the
house. Sgt M.T.
Visual Arts buildWilliamson
ing. The offenders
watched Cisek enwere arrested and
ter and noticed that
taken
into
the picture on the
coustody by OfIDwasalittledark .
ficer Vail. One bag
Williamson conof Famous Amos
fronted Cisek and
Cookies and one
determined that the
bag of Olde New
ID he was using did
England Brownies were taken not belong to him. Cisek was
as evidence and given to also in possession of two beers
UCFPD.
at the time of his-arrest.
• Two unkown persons
performed a drive-by paint-pellet shooting on the Pi Kappa
Alpha house. Christopher C.
Walker and Clay C. Crockett
witnessed a white Honda Accord drive by the Pi Kappa Alpha house and fire several shots
with a paint-pellet gun. The
witnesses followed the Honda
until they were able to memorize its license plate number.
Police determined that the license plate was registered to a
lease company. No arrests were
made.

• Edwin Jack Selbert reported to UCF police that a
check for $500 was forged by a
former employee. Daniel K.
Jackson, Selbert' s fonnerrecord
keeper, made the check payable to himself and forged
Selbert' s signature. Selbert discovered the check had cleared
his account with a forged signature. Jackson disappeared
around mid-September.

in Michigan, where the most
talented high school musicians
from all over the world attend.
Although talent is a
definite plus, when looking to
recruit, a more important characteristic that Radock looks for
is the ability to learn. One characteristic Radock avoids is large

egos .
Although Radock enjoys seeing her students
progress, her ultimate goal is to
make UCF's program the best
nationwide. With the motivation and drive of Radock, the
program inay some day reach
that top level.

ijii£1(a

WINGS &RIBS ____

FAMILY GRILLE

Grand Opening

Celebration
• Moderate prices
• Beer and wine available

•Take Out
• Credit cards
accepted

r-------------------------,
Buy 10 wings, any style
:

I
I
I
I
I
I

-($3.95), get 10 wings free
(of same value)

~1
a1

eel
I

, _________________________ ,

'"

•Compiled by Jim Tramontana

UCF percussion professor Beth Rudock displays her Oustanding
Bandwoman Award, from Tau Beta Sigma, the international
music sorority. Photo by Armando Solares/Future

Not good with any other offers-. Feast for two not included. Exp 10/31/93. This
location onlv.
·

~

• 10615_ E. Colonial-Drive• 1 mile west of Alafaya •
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Surf Club, AXA/Ar excel in Homecoming activities
•

The following is a list of the
winners of all of the UCF Homecoming contests and events :
Black and Gold
Clubs and Organizations ·
1. Phi Mu Alpha/Sigma Alpha
Iota
2. Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
3. Lambda Alpha Epsilon

•

Greek
1. Alpha Tau Omega/ Pi Beta
Phi
2. Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
3. Sigma Chi/Alpha Delta Pi

•

•

Games
Airball

•

•

Clubs and Organizations
1. Surf Club
2. Phi Mu Alpha/Sigma Alpha
Iota
3. Lambda Alpha Epsilon
Greeks
1. Phi Gamma Delta
2. Phi Delta Theta/Business of
Professional Women
3. Alpha Tau Omega/Pi Beta
Phi
Obstacle Course
Clubs and Organizations
I. Surf Club
2. Phi Mu Alpha/Sigma Alpha
Iota

3. Baptist Student Union
Greeks
I. Alpha Tau Omega/Pi Beta
Phi
2. Sigma Alpha Epsilon/ Kappa
Delta
3. Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
Pizza-eating
Clubs and Organizations
1. Phi Mu Alpha/ Sigma Alpha
Iota
2. Baptist Student Union
3. Surf Club
Greeks
1. Phi Gamma Delta
2. Delta Tau Delta/Student
Nurses Association
3. Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
Musical Pies
Clubs and Organizations
1. Baptist Student Union
2. Phi Alpha Delta
3. SurfClub
Greeks
I. Alpha Tau Omega/Pi Beta
Phi
2. Lambda Chi Alpha/Delta
Gamma
3. Phi Gamma Delta

Skit Night
Clubs and Organizations
I . Phi Mu Alpha/ Sigma Alpha
Iota
·

Credit Union
a·ccused of
poor handling
in change of
routing code
Credit Union, from page 1

OUIKSILvER

13 months.

•

.,

Athletes
Greeks
1. Sigma Phi Epsilon/ Zeta Tau
Alpha
2. Lambda Chi Alpha/Delta
Gamma
3. Delta Tau Delta/Student
Nurses Association
1
Banner
Clubs and Organizations
1. Phi M•1 Alpha/ Sigma Alpha
Iota
2. Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
3. Surf-Club
Greeks
1. Pi Kappa Alpha/ Delta Delta
Delta
2. Sigma Chi/Alpha Delta Pi
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon

Parade
Clubs and Organizations
I. Pi Sigma Epsilon
2. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
3. Surf Club
Greeks
Small Float
1. Phi Gamma Delta
2. Phi Delta Theta/ Business of
Professional Women
3. Delta Tau Delta/ Student
Nurses Association

RUSTY*

Large Float
1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon/ Kappa
Delta
2. Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon/Zeta Tau
Alpha
Spirit
Clubs and Organizations
1. Phi Mu Alpha/Sigma Alpha
Iota
2. Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
3. Lambda Alpha Epsilon
Greeks
L Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
2. Phi Gamma Delta
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon/ Zeta Tau
Alpha

Overall
Clubs and Organizations
I. Surf Club
2. Phi Mu Alpha/ Sigma Alpha
Iota
3. Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
Greeks
1. Lambda Chi Alpha/ Delta
Gamma
2. Phi Gamma Delta
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon/ Zeta Tau
Alpha

• Compiled by Brandy Pektor

The following are the
winners of the run-off student government elections
that took place last week to
decide the specified seats:

Seat4Steve Desjarlais
Seat5Stacie Riemersma
Seat9Nabil "Beelo"Itani
SeatlOAmy Steedley
Seat 11Niki Penne
Seat 15Trt?y Gordon
Seat 16Keisha Bell
Business Seat 9Clay Crockett

O'NEIU

CD

iS
Comer of University & Alafaya
Cl

c..

=
zen
z

Cl

,,
fl

:I:

en
=

..

Ill

A.

Ill

We have discounts
to help yoti drive ·ctown
the cost of car insurance
Allstate has car insurance discounts
that can help save you money.
Which discounts do you qualify for?
Give us a ca_ll to find out .

0

I

· rr:

0

0

">-

money.
"Originally the change
was slated for June 1, then we
backdated that until August to
give people extra time," said
Murray.
The Board made the
decision to change routing numbers in July 1992 and to phase
the change in over a period of

2. Surf Club
3. Fellowship of Christian

Winners of
election run-offs
announced

Allstate®

BAUER IN-LINE SKATES

• 380-7427 •

REEF BRAZIL

Bad Boy Clull

You're in good hands.

ROLLERBLADE

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..

The cutoff date was
Aug. 27.
Murray said anyone
~ho came in and ordered checks
after the decision was made was
automatically changed over ,to
the new routing system .

.~I/state

Insurance C11mpa11y, /\'orthlmmk, llii1111is
.Subject tu qualijirnrior.5 and il/c::I av<1ilability.

almart Shopping Center
10639 E. Colonial Dr.
(407) 658-1023

Wes Maillard
Senior Account Agent
Carolyn Maillard
Licensed Associate

,.....__ITaJCT..s·"

-N.EEO.
•...··~ · · ·. · · · ·• . ~·~·· .• .. ·· t ·

Change 'poorly handled'
Grant said, "The way
[the credit union] handled it was
very poor."
He believes the credit
union should take responsibility for some of the late fees that
were assessed.
Murray says that is impossible.
"We're not assessing
the fees ourselves. The ol<;i processor assesses the fees ... which
we pass on to the customer,"
said Murray.
Although Grant is still
banking with the UCF Federal
Credit Union, he is in the process of changing institutions.
"I've already opened a
new account somewhere else,"
said Grant.

Everybody can
succeed at
standardized tests.
We repeat.
Everybody can
succeed at
standardized tests.
But nobody can
get it all right,
right away.

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

Disp~sable

Contacts

$20.00 per 6 pack
540 E. Horatio Ave. • Maitland

647-2020

Dr. Susan Scott
UCF Alumni

Dr. Robert Wilson

•Requires vohd UCF [).

•The patient and orry other i\'«son respons1ble fa payment hos a r;ght lo refuse lo-pay, cancel payment. or reimbursed for payment for
any other seivice,exom1not1on. or trealment which is performed as a reslAI of end wi1lvn n hours of responaing lo the advertisement
for the flee. discounted fee, or reduced fee seivice, exommolion, or treatment
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Election poll: most students
oppose mascot change

Students' dollars get rained on as
Homecoming concert is cancelled
Concert, from page 1
rainout, could not be obtained, according to organizers.
Victor Collazo, Director of
the UCF Arena, says, however, thathe
:. was never approached in order to
schedule the venue for the event.
"[The Arena] was available
all during Homecoming for any
. events," said Collazo, "but the only
r day the student committees decided to
, use it was on Wednesday for the skits."
However, records from meetings held to organize .the Homecoming events show Collazo saying that
the Arena would not be available on
that specific Friday since, supposedly,
it would conflict with the Alumni
Reception to be held there on Oct. 15.
"We did not have any other
suitable venue on campus to hold a

concert," said Harden. "We needed a
place that could hold at least 1,000
people, and the student center auditorium couldn't hold that many. And
we were unable to get the Arena."
Collazo said that he was only
asked to provide security for the outdoor concert, and that even if he had
been asked at the last minute (Thursday night or Friday morning), mobilizing the staff to prepare the event
would have been impossible. According to estimates, such a task, _plus
the time it would take to reorganize
the concert setup, would have taken
approximately 60 to 80 man-hours.
"I feel really sorry for them,"
he added. "I know how difficult it can
be to run an event under the right
circumstances. It's even harder when
something go.es wrong like that. It's
real discouraging."

By REX HAGARD
Staff Writer
The Knight, UCF' s athletic mascot,
is safe for the time being, according to a
recent poll taken by Student Government. Of the 914 students polled, 75
percent opposed the changing of the
mascot to the Sharks.
In addition, 67 percent of the those
polled were not in favor of changing the
mascot at all. The polls, conducted during the senate elections from Oct. 4 to 6,
attempted to measure the support for a
change of the UCF mascot and to discover the importance of other issues at
UCF.
The current debate began when a
student proposed UCF change its mascot to the Sharks in 1988. The student's
suggestion was followed by a study con.ducted by the UCF Marketing Task
Force, which concluded, "Research
shows·little equity in or enthusiasm for
the Knight mascot," and "It [UCF
Knight] also raises unnecessary gender
issues."
·
Much of the problem · stems from
merchandising. According to Sd, UCF
merchandise made$7,859 in a six month
period last year. In comparison, The
University of Miami made $3.5 million,
222 times more than UCF, in the same
six-month period.
UCF President John Hitt remarked
on the problem in a recent Orlando

Sentinel article. "It's clear we are not
selling a lot of merchandise," he is quoted
as saying. "We either have to look for a
more appealing nickname or be more
aggressive in Il)arketing what we have."
An other issue the poll addressed was
the mascot's recognition; 10 percent
thought the mascot was the Pegasus,
UCF' s academic symbol. However, 20
percent thought the academic symbol
was the Flame of Hope, the statue in
front of the library.
According to Michelle Tucker, SG
Director of Marketing, the poll also gathered student views on the importance of
issues like parking, which was thought
by 67 percent to be "very important,"
academic advising, thought by 65 percent as "extremely important," and class
availability, which was labeled by 78
percent as "extremely important."
Tucker also addressed the fact that
out of more than 23,000 students currently enrolled, 914 -less than 4 percent- took part in the poll. Tucker said
that while every survey handed out was
not necessarily completed, "Every student who voted was given a ballot and a
survey.',.
The Knight has been the UCF·athletic program's mascot sinee 1970. A
student, Charles Woodling, won a contest held to create a new mascot for, as
the school was known then, Florida
Technological University. Woodling
received a free quarter's tuition for his

winning entry.

WANTED:
Unloved, wrecked ..,iunk cars '
trucks, jeeps and vans, 1983
and newer.

657-7698
5 Day Delivery!! rv~ 24hrs
"We Are The Leader In PRICE and SERVICE."

D

486 DX 33
4 MB memory-Exp to 32 MB
210 MB hard drive
Full size case
14" color SVGA NI monitor

$1577.00
486 DX66
386 sx 40
2 MB memory-Exp. to 16 M
'106 MB hard drive
14" color SVGA I Monitor

8 MB memory-Exp to 32 MB
340 MB hard drive
Full size case
14" color SVGA NI monitor

$2168.00

975.00
l YEAR WARRANTY• LIFETIME TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Call for option package prices Call 1-800-376-BALL
==<-- -- ,

Ball~CQmput'a~!

Fax Orders @404-454-7993

Visa•MC•AMEX•Discover

ALL . .l!W SHC»W

LED.ZEPPELIN
OPENS ocr. 22, 1 993
ALL SHOWS ARE LED ZEPPEUN
ON OPENING WEEKEND!

SCHEDULE FOR FOLLOWING WEEKENDS

Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
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UCF student takes his own life

Apology demanded from
election commissioner

By CYNTHIA CONLIN
Copy Editor
Countless musicians and music lovers in the Central Florida area were
startled after learning of the suicide of
David Joseph Reina, lead singer, guitarist and song writer for the local band Of.
Thomas Stull, Reina's roommate,
returned home about 3:30 a.m. Oct. 10
to find Reina dead, and at his feet on the
bathroom floor was the blue steel revolver Reina had fired hours before,
according to the Orange County Sheriffs
Office incident report.
"He chose it [to take his life]; this
was his fate," Tammy Bennett, owner of
Club Nowhere, where Of played many
times during the past couple years, concluded about Reina after questioning
many of his friends. · "He had talked
about it [suicide] for many years ... "
Reina, .born in Nashville, Tenn.,
Aug. 10, 1971, and a philosophy major
at UCF, had "told people exactly how he
was going to do it[kill himself]," Bennett
said. "Pdon't think anything could have
prevented it."
Reina's lyrics mirrored his tho11ght
processes, and seemed to hint on his
plan to take his own life. The lyrics that
follow are from "Ashes in The Tray" off
of Of' s first tape, D~solation (Poultry
Lovers Music): "Ashes in the tray, sing
a song of life I Ashes in 'the tray, egg me
for the knife I Just want to be set free .../
Headlights in my bedroom, pull me to
the call .. ./ Blood in the bathroom, plays

what further actions will be taken.
"We haven't resolved any of
the issues," Doyle said. "We met, we
discussed them and we resolved where
Two weeks ago, Buddy Portch
they would fall - what type of violacomplained to the Judicial Council of.
tions they would be."
election statutes violations by Chief
Doyle also explained that the
Election Commisioner J.R: Rodda.
council does not resolve anything until
Now Partch is saying that he
they have heard both sides of the
will withdraw his complaint if: 1)
issue. A hearing with Rodda had not
Rodda makes a public apology for
been set at press time.
alleged discriminatory comments he
"We' re doing this in the most
made to Portch in the phone call, and
speedy manner we can," Doyle said.
2) Rodda agrees to resign from his
Portch said his main goal apposition in the elections commision.
pealing
the
election is to help reform
Portch feels the public apology is for the good of all nontradi- the system so it is not discriminatory
tional students (which Rodda alleg- toward some groups of students.
Doyle explained that an inviedly insulted) and Rodda's resignatation
was
extended to Portch to assist
tion is for the good of the university.
Portch says he is willing to in the rewriting of the election statback down from his stand, made a utes. Student Government President
week ago, in which he demanded an Chris Marlin will present a compreoverturning of election results due to hensive electio_n reform package to
alleged anomalies in the election pro- the new Senate in one of its first
cess. At this _point, overturning the meetings, and Partch has been given
electimris not a priority. He fe~ls that an opportuity to look over the proRodda' s resignation and a revision of posed reforms.
. Partch, however, suggested
the election statutes would be enough
that .the formation of a committee to
at this time.
According to Don Doyle, c4ief propose the reforms rather than the
justice of UCF' s Judicial Council, the reforms being done by a small minorCouncil has met to determin.e the va- ity would .be a more effective way to
lidity of the complaints and to decide appoach the issue.
By JENNIFER LUPO
Staff Writer

•

•

UCF's College Democra.ts
take part in state conferenc~
By CINDY LEE
Staff Writer

•

•

•

Members of UCF' s College
Democrats volunteered their
services at the 1993 State Democratic Conference, which took
place in Orlando from Oct. 1 to
Oct 3.
The objective of the conference was "to provide an educational seminar, list state goals,
conduct straw polls and help
raise money for the state demo~
cratic fund," said Patrick
Westerfield, president ofUCF' s
College Democrats. The conference also serves to rally party
members in anticipation of the
upcoming eleqtion cycle.
The UCF students aided in
the setup of the conference and
helped with event operations.
Volunteers also ran an information desk and guided conference participants to the different events scheduled over the
weekend.
Besides working, volunteers
attended training sessions on
topics like campaign planning,
election laws and debate preparation. They also had a chance
to listen to speeches made by
party officials and to interact
with them at conference dinners.
Notable speakers included
Bob Graham, Secretary of Education Richard Riley, and Gov-

e:rnor Lawton Chiles.
The highlight of the event,
according to UCF student Karen
Crew, was the appearance of
Hilary Rodham-Clinton, who
took the opportunity to lobby
the new health-care plan. Although heavy security ·made
access to the first lady limited,
Crew was able to speak with
her briefly.
"She is a really wonderful
person considering the little
amount of time she has to go out
and talk to people when she has
[such a strict] schedule," said
Crew of Rodham-Clinton.

a different tune I Blood in the bathroom,
tells me it's almost noon I My time has
come, or it's gonna be soon ... "
Bennett also said Reina's journal
had been found, which contained passages that confirmed that the act was
"definitely premeditated." The journal
ended in what Bennett called "kind of a
sick joke" to the remaining members of
the band, Joe Montalvo and Alan
Atkinson, telling them that Reina was
leaving Montalvo and Atkinson with
the yet-unreleased compact disc, and
that he wished for the two to release it.
Reina might be granted this final
wish, as Club Nowhere is hosting a
benefit to raise the $2,000 that Of is
short for the release of the CD in November. Among the bands who are
scheduled to play are Three Penny Opera, Shock Lizard and Bitter Harvest.
Club Nowhere will also be housing a
tribute to Reina on Halloween night.
Included in this show will be a jam
session with Montalvo and Atkinson,
Black Cats and Bottle Rockets, Bitter
Harvest, Grind Vault and Hobgoblins,
all of which were close friends with
Reina.
'.'He was the most loving and creative human being I've ever known,"
said Montalvo of Reina, ''.ang he wanted
everyone to love each other."
Services were held at Rhodes Funeral Home·in Clearwater, afterthe atheist funeral, the casket was covered with
Of stickers and then lowered into the
ground, Bennett said. Reina was buried
in Clearwater Cemetery.
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UCF student makes the cut,
becomes one of 68 FBI interns
might opt to chose applicants that didn't involve
overseas
background
checks."

Ozkaptan, from page 1
plication. Of these applicants,
three students, including
Ozkaptan, were chosen to
have a three-hour interview
at the Tampa field office.
The interview consisted of questions regarding
Ozkaptan' s whole life. They
ranged from his involvements and associations to his
family history.

Spy Map
Although this obstacle put a kink · in
Ozkaptan' s acceptance, he
had two outstanding experiences that overshadowed this
inconvenience and helped
him become one of the 68
students finally selected for
the program.
While living in Germany, Ozkaptan says he
found a terrorist attack map
in a telephone both. The map
portrayed all the U.S. instal- ·
lations that house chemical
and · nuclear weapons.
Ozkaptan received an accommodation for turning the
map in to Julius Parker, an
Air Force general in Germany.

Obstacles
Ozkaptan faced a
minor obstacle in his selection process. He had lived in
Germany on two different
occasions, which made the
FBI' s required background
checkmoredetailed. TheFBI
not only had to check his
activities in the United States,
but his activities in Germany,
also.
"Special Agent
Fleck warned me," Ozkaptan
said, "that although I was
chosen at the Tampa level, I
might not be selected at the
Washington level. The FBI

Gold Valor Award
Another point that
helped Ozkaptan overcome
his opposition was winning
the highest award issued by

the Air Force ROTC. In
May of 1987, Ozkaptan observed a collision involving four automobiles. He
responded quickly and
pulled one victim from a
car engulfed in flames. He
then attempted to revive
other victims using CPR.
For this act, Ozkaptan was
awarded the Gold Valor
Award.

Future Plans ·
"It is quite an
honor to be selected for
this [FBI internship] program because of our hundreds of applicants nationwide," said FBI Special
Agent Fleck. "Kenneth
Ozkaptan was chosen because of his exceptional
academic re~rd, his excellent references and his
outstanding essay."
- Ozkaptan says he
is looking forward to working with the FBI. As a se41ior at UCF, Ozkaptan says
his next step is to apply for
an internship with the
Florida legislature.
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Student Government
must address low
voter turnout In case you missed it (and chances are you did), the
elections for the Student Government Senate have
come and gone.
We say that chances are you missed it because the
turnout for this election was, at best, disappointing. A
grand total of 1,206 students bothered with voting this
time, 555 from the College of Arts and Sciences, 313
from the College of Business, 120 from the College of
Education, 84 from the College of Engineering and
134 from the College of Health and Public Affairs. Of
the 51 seats available, 19 candidates ran unopposed (5
of 6 seats in the College of Education and 6 of 7 seats
in the College of Engineering had candidates running
unopposed), and there were two seats left vacant. It's
distressing enough that only about 5 percent of the
student body votes, but to add to it the fact that 40
percent of the Senate seats had one or less candidates
running is disgraceful.
While we support the use of surveys during the
elections to gauge student views on topics from the
proposed mascot change to perceptions of Student
Government, we also believe that the views of the 95
percent of the student body that didn't vote should be
solicited. Five percent is certainly not a mandate for
anyone, and if Student Government is to represent all
students, then steps need to be taken to find out what
is on the minds of the silent majority of UCF.
Why is there such a low voter turnout? Are students simply apathetic to what goes on in Student
Government, or do they perhaps feel alienated, feeling
that those involved with Student Government don't
represent them? It would appear to be a combination
of the two, but it's worth noting that in the Student
Governl)1ent Senate, members of one fraternity alone
have 20 percent of the seats.
Think about that. One of every five members of the
Senate are in the same fraternity. Should any club or
organization have that much power deciding how your
Activity and Service Fees are spent? We haven'teven
gone into the numbers of the representation of the
other fraternities and sororities in Student Government, but the point has been made: Greek organizations have power far disproportionate to their numbers.
While the argument can (and should) be made that
Greeks are the only students on campus who bother to
get involved and have school spirit, Student Government needs to find out about the other 95 percent of
the student body that didn't vote, and the 95 percent of
the student body that isn't Greek. Surveys taken
outside the election tents would be a good way to start,
a good way to figure out why very few students vote.
Unless action is taken on Student Government's
part to find out why only 5 percent of the student
population ever seems to vote, then Student Government will be a misnomer, if it isn't that already. The
reasons behind _UCF' s apathy need to be researched.
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Beavis and Butt-head didn't start the fire

I

n case you don't watch much
television or read a newspa
per too often, I guess I've
gotten the job by default to inform you: the days of Beavis
from "Beavis and Butt-head"
screaming "Fire! Fire!" are over.
Apparently, MTV thinks too many little kids are
being convinced that fire is indeed cool and will play
with it uncontrollably.
The decision came after some 5-year-old in
Ohio set his house on fire with a cigarette lighter,
killing his baby sister. Who was to blame? The
mother, for leaving a lighter within range of a 5-yearold? Hell no, the entire scenario was the fault of
MTV's "Beavis and Butt-head."
Now, if this were an isolated incident, I
wouldn't be too upset. But this comes just months
after the four netwc;>rks and 15 cable channels agreed
to start putting parental advisories before "violent"
programs. The bow-tied senator from Illinois, Paul
Simon, wants to require stations to air the message,
"Warning: Watching too much television violence
may be harmful." Even Saturday morning cartoons
are being attacked for being too violent by groups like
Americans for Responsible Television (cartoons supposedly have 32 violent acts per hour).
Ah, yes, of course. After all, this country is
experiencing an epidemic of kids serving dynamitelaced cakes to each other.
But wait, it gets worse. The Federal Communications Commission is considering requiring all
new television sets to be manufactured with a computer chip that can be set to block out "violent"
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programming during hours children might be watching. This way, parents can ensure that Junior watches
nothing but "Sesame Street" and "3-2-1 Contact,"
right? WRONG! Admittedly, Big Bird has never
been the victim of a drive-by shooting, but who's to
decide what programs are "violent" and which are
not?
This also brings up another point. What about
programs that aren't violent, but contain heavy
amounts of sex, like daytime soap operas? (The
argument that there is too much sex on TV is absurd
as well - we all were born naked. What's the worstcase scenario about showing naked women on TV?
An eight-year-old discovers that women have breasts?
Most other co~ntries laugh at the United States for its
prohibitions on television nudity. Well, then, better
block out those programs as well. Pretty soon there's
no need to even plug in the television, because every
show would be blocked out.
Depending on which study you believe, by
the time the average child completes elementary
school, he or she has seen between 8,000 and 100,000
simulated TV murders. And that's supposed to be
alarming? Television portrays.violence in a much less
caustic manner than real life. Have you ever seen
s.omeone shot in the head just because someone else
wanted his shoes on television? Only in real life.
Sure, we live in a violent society. But that's
what makes it exciting.
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Failed politician comes to terms with addiction
Any ele.ction hijinx will be the
subje.ct of today's supetbad, superslick
column, but first, I feel compelled to
respond to the pompous ravings of a
SuckaMC that appeared in last week's
''Campus Commentary."
DearSelf-Righteous Mc. Guire: ele.ction statutes that said something like: ".....sticking your
heavily-rouged and air-brushed likeness of your face onto a
Me no think good.
Me no right lyke you cann. Big words me no get. campaign flier is strictly prohibited ..." It's a reasonable thing
Uhhh....Uh.~h ...ohno.. notagain ... meforgetwhatmesayyou to assume, but nonetheless, I did assume, and you know what
Self-Righteous ...Oh yeah, it's all becoming clear to me now. happens when you ASS-U-ME. If only I had taken the time
to go to the Fashion Square Mall to get myself a "Glamour
Crystal clear.
Forgive me, Self-Righteous. Fotgive me, and all Shot," then, who knows, pemaps I could now tell you that I
the ignorant smdents of this campus. We're a worthless am the Very Able and Very Learned Senator lazy Bastard
conglomeration of ignorant yahoos desperately in need of of Arts and Sciences Seat #3.
I was alsounderthe illusion thatexploitingyourpeton the
your "enlightenment." How do you put up with us? It must
campaign
trail was somehow unethical or at least cruel and
be difficult, spending all of your days around people who
unusual.
I
was
hoping that some people from PETA would
must strike you as an inbred pack of ahistorical boobs.
You' re right. I should just stick to writing columns about show up and attack this particular candidate waving signs
Ms. Pac-Man and 'The Price is Right" because I have the thatread "Shame on You." and "Petsaren'tPoliticians!"But
"intelle.ctual stamina" of a Mediterranean fruit fly, and my alas, I was making an ASS of U and ME, once again. I
talentless prose is vastly inferior to your riveting, epic, tour- suppose I could have won a landslide ele.ction if I thought to
de-force of a Campus Commentary. Your mastetfully- sic my Golden/Lab mix Molly on all potential voters, but I
crafted tome makes Gore Vidal's screeds look like Dr. love her too much to put her through the rigors of campaignSeuss' (or perhaps Rush Limbaugh's). I guess your defini- ing in the sweltering Central Florida sun for hours at a time.
There's another reason why I lost, a reason of a more
tion of "prose talent" is the same definition used by William
F. Buckley and hackneyed poets: Milk the thesaurus like a personal nature. I suppose I should disclose this information
Holstein. "Etherealire?'' ''Proselytize?" Yawn. Big words now because it's bound to be revealed, sooner or later. I am
don't impress me. Nor do people with more-historical-than- addicted to Sega's "NHLPA Hockey '93." While the other
candidates were resting up, or perhaps plotting campaign
thou attitudes.
By the way, if you are half as bright as you think you are, strategy in the wee hours ofthe ele.ction days, I wa5 obsessed
you would realize that I don'~ write about simply Ms. Pac- with getting Jeremy Roenick and the Chicago Blackhawks
Man or 'The Price is Right." I've used these aspects of our the Stanley Cup while rocking out to Urge Overkill or The
popular culture to try and get across broader, deeper points. Germs.MynameisBrianCostello,andI'maSegaholic.For
Apparently, you don't have the "intelle.ctual stamina" to those of you who have been there, I'm sure you can testify
figure that out.
to the fact that addiction to that demon ''NHLPA Hockey
Sony about our ignorance. Sony about your arrogance. '93" game is an addiction worse than heroin and crack
With love, your favorite writer:
cocaine combined. I've sold my story to People Magazine
"RetieI"
("A Lazy Bastard Comes to Terms with His Sordid AddicDamn. i've wasted, yet again, valuable col~mn space tion") and I'm going to appear on Arsenio Hall soon. I plan
responding to pretentious know-it-alls who feign wisdom. totellArsenioand.hisPosse to "Just Say No" and to "Choose
Let us move on, because I promised you kids zany ele.ction orLose'\andanyothercatchy MTV-stylesloganthatmakes
hijinx, and gosh darn it, zany ele.ction hijinx is what you' re the kids shake their fists and bark.
gonna get. Let's rock. ..
· In the last Le Soapbox column, I told people, in a satirical
There are many, many excuses I could give for becoming frenzy, to not vote for me. I guess that wasn 'tone of my more
a failed politician for the second straight semester. For sawier campaign moves. I didn't really get a chance to
starters, I was under the assumption that there was some sort elaborate on the point I was trying to make: that this is a
oflaw against using "Glamour Shots" for political purposes. conservative school, so maybe we shouldn't vote for someI thought that·there was a clause somewhere deep in the one calling himself Brian the lazy Bastard, lest we lose our
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Letters

One of our primary NSA objectives is to encourage
nontraditional students to be active student citizens This letter addresses Jennifer Lupo's article, participating in cultural diversity, contributing their life
"Election Violations Under Review" which ran Oct. 13. experience for the good of all and exemplifying the value
Jennifer attempted to reach me for the Nontraditional of higher education as shown by their dedication. Our
Student Association's reaction to the .article, but we slogan is "enriching education for ALL students."
Over 40 percent of UCF students are age 25 or
failed to reach one another.
above.
As
the student organization representing this
The article reported that Buddy Portch issued a
population,
we require a written, public apology to
formal complaint about recent violations of election
statutes on the Brevard Campus. The article also pointed acknowledge Student Government's intolerance for age
out a personal telephone conversation between Portch discrimination.
The NSA has enjoyed a mutually beneficial
and J. Rodda, SG Election Commissioner concerning
relationship with SG under Chris Marlin's leadership,
those disputes.
and we look forward to cooperating with him to promote
We of NSA are confident that the SG Judicial
a discrimination-free campus. If our efforts to promote
Council will judge the election issues fairly. We are
fairness, professionalism and excellence in education
prepared to accept the decision of the council, but regardcreate problems for anyone. That's regrettable indeed.
less of the outcome, we must voice our adamant condemBarbara Truman
nation described in the phone call between Portch and
NSAPr 'd t
Rodda.
Buddy Portch is a great example of a nontraditional student who has allotted his attentions admirably
and successfully between his schoolwork, job, family,
and extracirricular activities on campus. He presently
serves as our NSA secretary for the Brevard Chapter.
Personally, I winced when I read Rodda's reported comments.
Defending NSA

proud (read: notorious) conservative reputation. That column was a hurried rewrite of an original column that had
mentioned masturbation, Brian the Lazy Bastard and Heather
Wilson one too many times for anyone's liking; it was
hacked to sterility, and no one got the ''Don't vote for me."
joke.
There were many other reasons why the proverbial can of
whipass was opened on me in this ele.ction (i.e. I'm not
Greek, I didn't attack people with my fliers in front of the
ele.ction tents with the rabid, drooling intensity ofaJehovah' s
Witness, I'm not what you would call a "tireless campaigner'', the only two constituent groups whose votes I
actively sought were the Freaks and the Stunning Divas (Le
Soapbox Funfact: Politics is an amazing way to meet girls.),
but none of these reasons really matter because throughout
the whole campaign, I knew that this was a doomed endeavor, destined for failure.
I first realired this when we had an All-Star Jam at the
beginning of the campaign. It was my friends and I on the
Green in Lazy Bastard armbands hitting pots and pans with
silverware. While this was going on, I was going to hurl
Swiss Cake Rolls at people. That was the plan, but it went
awry. I ended up throwing all of my Swiss Cake Rolls at this
Stunning Diva who looked way too much like s.herilyn
Fenn.
I was unable to hit her.
This is when I knew that my political career was over
before i~ began. It's a sad state of affairS when I can't even
throw a package of Swiss Cake Rolls more than ten feet. It's
incompetence, pure and simple. I can't ~. I was born to
·1ose.
That feeling never left me, the foreboding sensation that
this was all fornaught. But I did it anyway, because I thought
StudentGovemmentneededaLazy Bastard and I think UCF
needs a Big Lug Day, among other things. A few people
agreed with me.
I could say more about the campaign, but I'm out of space
and, judging from the sparse voter turnout, y'all don't give
a rat's ass. anyway. I would like to close this by saying that
once again, on the campaign trail, I met a lot of very cool
people. To the 163 of you Lazy Bastards, you have my
eternal gratitude; you are all Real Americans. I. would
especially like to thank Julie, who helped me make the best
. damn fliersthiscampushaseverseen, "Air'' Gordon Adams,
for being the only candidate who understood the reasoning
behind "Big Lug Day" and the two unknown students at
the Daytona campus who once again voted a straight
Lazy Bastard ticket. THANK YOU AND GOD BLESS
THE UNTIED STATES OF AMERICA!!!
You can stop reading now.

Is Black Pride same as White Pride?

I

[In regards to Shannon Martin's column on 10/
13/93:] Please explain to me how if a white person wears
a "White Pride" T-Shirt, then he or she is automatically
labelled a racist, a nazi and a bigot; but if a black person
wears a "Black Pride" T-Shirt, then he or she is celebrating "the rich culture we have maintained from Africa."
My ancestors are from England, but I don't
wear clothing with pictures of England. Also, I have
friends who are Spanish, Italian, Irish and Filipino, yet
they don't wear clothing with pictures of their respective
countries on them either.
Also, most people who own T-shirt companies
are white. Does this mean that "The Man" is profitting
off "Black Pride?" Please explain all this to me since I'm
white and I "wouldn't understand."
Bill Thom •son

Letters Policy
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GREEK CORNER

Classified
M/F NS Het roommate needed at
Polos East at once. I need a responsible and honest person who
can afford $300/mo. Call Andy at
384-7019. 2br/2ba.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Tonight is the night we have all
been waiting for. (Some more than
others.) Pledge picnic is scheduled
for Sunday. Silent auction is coming soon. Contact Katrina if you can Hidden Oaks - University/Goldhelp out. PROUD TO BE A DELTA enrod-3bedroom21/2bathtown
SIG!
home near UCF. Includes washer/
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > dryer, refrigerator, range, dishSigma Alpha Epsilon
washer, disposal and microwave.
The men of I:AE would like to thank Private outside fenced patio with
the lovely ladies of KAPPA DELTA storage room. End unit for privacy.
for an incredible week. Thanks for Pool, racquetball and more! Lease
everything. We love ya! Chat, how length negotiable. Purchase also
is the bike rack, and say good morn- possible with no qualifying! $575
ing to KL\ for us. Rum & Reggae per month. Cureton Realty, Inc.
Oct. 30. LAEs from FSU, FSC and 330-6193.
University of Miami coming for the Bel-Aire Pines _ University/
Oct. 30th bash. Put all plans on Forsythe _ 3 Bedroom 2 Bath
hold. Rum & Reggae rocking UCF house near UCF. Fenced back
Oct. 30. Don't miss it. Tom Havens yard and 2 car garage. Includes
Brother of the Month. <l>A on all your refrigerator, range and dishwasher.
hard work.
$695 per month. Cureton Realty,
Inc. 330-6193.

FOR RENT

CLUB INFO

Hunters Reserve $595 2bd/bth 1
min from UCF. As of 12/1 washer/
dryer, vaulted ceiling, microwave,
beautiful! 366-8511

UCF Dive Club-Scuba!!!
Next meeting Fri 10/22 in SOL, 1-3
p.m. T-shirts avail now! Last chance
for paying dues ·this semester!
Hurry!!! For info call Andrew at3822 BD townhouse for lease, 1 yr
8007.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + lease, $435/mo., 1 mile from UCF,
call John 658-1215.
UCF KARATE CLUB

FOR LEASE

Beginners class forming
Tue & Thur nites 8-9:3'0 p.m.
Call 249-7782 for information

FOR SALE

1988 Pontiac Grand Am - blue
with blue interior, 69,000 miles. Air,
auto and cruise, car in great shape,
call 788-2740, $3,800.

Child Care-2 girls; 2 to 6:30 p.m.
Mon-Fri; non-smoker; must have
car; reference required. Call 6771717.

Oct20,1993
Fast • Easy • Free
Apts • Homes • Condos
(407) 657-8282

Greeks & Clubs
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority
or club. Plus $1,000 for yourself!
t---------------'
And a free T-shirt just for calling 1Tired of asking for rides? Need 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 800-932-0528 ext. 75.
financing? No credit or bad credit?
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Build your credit while building your
Students
needed! Earn $2000+
education! Choose from a large
monthly.
Summer/holidays/fulltime.
selection of late model warranteed
vehicles! Call now for more infor- World travel, Caribbean, Hawaii,
mation! FAIRGROUND MOTORS. Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, gift
Ship Sales, Deck Hands, Casino WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
407-295-6535.
Workers, etc. No experience nee- 1------------~
Classified advertising in The Gen- essary. CALL 602-()80-4647, ext.
_· - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Academic papers/resumes. Reatral Florida Future is one of the 1--C_1_47
most economical ways in town to Money motivated, goal oriented in- sonable rates. Near UCF & VCC.
sell your vehicle- only $1 per line dividuals need apply! Looking for 277-6946.
for UCF students. Place your ad at high energetic students with good 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
our office at 12243 University Blvd, phone voices to do simple phone
inthe University Shoppes Center or notification sales. Work Mon. thru TYPING SERVICES: Term papers,
call 823-8054.
Fri.., 5:30-10 p.m. Make $350 to manuscripts, reports, theses, etc.
$500 a week. Need reliable indi- Work done quickly and efficiently.
viduals to give great opportunity to. Spell check used on all papers.
240-6371.
It may be you! Call 767-8890.
Chrysler Laser '85 - Automatic,
blue, 4 cyl, 55,000 miles, $2,100,
382-7137.

Lawn and yardwork downtown Orlando. Approximately two days a
month, experience preferred$8.00 per hour. 898-8082

TYPISTS

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.

PIT 25+ hours a month, $4.50/hr
WORDMASTERS
could end up in full time position,
Typing and Resume Service
call Ray at Apartment Locators M- Since 1986 for all your student
F at 657-?282.
needs. IBM and Laser equip. Same
day service avail. We've moved,
call for info. 277-9600.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1

The Central Florida Future is looking for aggressive persons to fill
advertising sales positions. Set your
own hours; $1,000 a month realistic
for hardworking individuals. Call
Dave or Chad, 823-8054.

FREE TRIPS AN DMONEYll lndividuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the
nation's leader, Inter-Campus Programs, 1-800-327_6013.

Term Papers and ResumesatTERRIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 9-9.
WP5.1 and Desktop.
1---- - - - - - - - --1
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.

Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830.
Bass player needed for band. We Five years with UCF. Reasonable
play original material, call Shan 281- rates.
5736.
.

SERVICES

•

Phi Alpha Delta practice LSAT Sat. Queen-size futon bed, excellent
Oct. 30, $5.00. For more informa- condition, $125, negotiable. 678tion, 672-0484.
4494.
Campus Action for Animals meeting Oct. 26 in S.C. Rm 211, 2-3 p.m.
1--------------1
UCF Entrepreneurs
We'll make your business idea work
Meetings Tuesdays 5:30 (BA 221 ),
For more info call Chris 275-8623.

Academic papers-WP 5.0 all
styles, Susanne Rogers, BA Eng.,
382-8599.

Free Money-For College
No Joke!
Millions-where it is
and how to find it
Free information, call
(813) 328-3304

WHY RENT? ASSUME no qual
Math Tutor
mortgage - VERY LOW DOWN,
College algebra, logic &proof, stasuper 2BR/2Ba duplex, eat-in kitAA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn 1------------~ tistics I, call 366-8003 ask for Jim.
dishwasher, utility rm, big yard $2500/mo. & travel the world free! 1
trees, Hurry! $40s. ·
Extra Income '93
As BUYER AGENT I answer ques- I (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, A~ia!)
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing Math Tutor, College Algebra-Cal'
Cruise
lines
now
hiring
for
busy
tions you don't even know to ask1993 travel brochures. Fore more culus at your convenience, 644shop now with a pro who cares! holiday, spring and summer seasons. Guaranteed employment! information, send a S.A.S.E. to: 3536.
I Atkins Realty Co. of Orlando, M.
Travel Inc., P.O. Box 2530, Miami,
Call (919) 929-4398 ext 21.
I GARRETI, 273-3143.
FL 33261.
LSAT, GAE, GMAT prep
Olympic weight set, 400 lbs., plus
Orlando, Deland, Cocoa (407) 740Earn while you learn. $2,000 per 0003.
Need mature, responsible male, N/ bar & curl bar, $345 o.b.o., 644S, to share beautiful 3BR/2BA house 3673.
Student Government Fiscal Asst. month-1 Oto 15 hrs a week. For
off University, $260 + 1/3 utilities,
Student Government is looking for appt. call 831-7889.
please call Devon 671-6175 Nov. 1.
a responsible, self-motivated per- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
son who wishes to gain valuable
experience in the finance and acRead books for pay. Earn $100 per
M/F non-smoker to share large two
bedroom two bath w/garage, w/d, 1980 Mercedes Benz wagon, mint counting field. Applicant must be title. Free details. Rush S.A.S.E. to Attractive, creative guy seeks feP.O. Box 14231, Gainesville, FL male25to35foreasy-goingfriendmodern appliances, close to UCF, cond., gas engine, air, sunroof, familiar with spreadsheet software
(Lotus
123
or
Excel).
A
business
32604.
ship-type dates. Outdoorsy stuff
$260 + 1/2, call Bill, 382-9480
cass., 4-speed, rare European
major is perferred. Training will be
rather than bars. Boat rides, a
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - " model, $5,500 o.b.o. 671-6175.
provided. For the right person, Stu- 1------------~ convertible and exploring. Call
Female roommate wanted to share 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 dent Government offers: flexible
Johnny, 677-7508.
Test Anxiety/School difficulties:
house with male & female. Own
room & bath. $240 + 1/3 utilities. 1988 Ford Festiva LX, air, 5-speed, hours, convenient location and re- •Doyouforgetwhatyou'velearned?
sunroof, low miles, excellent cond., warding work serving students. •Do you panic before an exam?
658-1222.
> - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; $2, 750. Devon 671-6175.
come by Student Govenment to- •Does your mind wander when you
Female/NS private room, W/D, gaday to complete an application! 15 study?
rage, $200 + 1/3 utilities, Alafaya1---- -- - - - - - - -i hours per wk @ $4.50/hr. Closes Susan Dill, certified hypnotist, 11
Woods, call Shannon 366-5603, 1991 PontiacGrandAm-PS, PB, Oct. 27, 1993.
years experience. Regular guest
leave message.
AC, CD player. Excellent condi- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i speaker for WDBO radio, recently
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + tion, $7,300. Call Jeff 332-7283
interviewed regarding test anxiety
F\3.c.e your classified ad at our offices
Female nonsmoker, $250 + 1/3 util. leave message.
Appointment Setters-PfT evenings and appeared with Michelle Muro,
attre Unrversity ShoPr:ESShopping
W&D, garage, 9 min. away from 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i 4:30-8:30 p.m., Mon-Thurs, Winter Channel 6, and a student demon(.enter across the street from LCF.
campus, please call 382-5339 or Ford Escort'86-stick, blue, 56,000 Spgs. Off. Hourly Wage plus bonus- strating the positive results from
Only $, 00 per lire for stL.dents,
miles, $1,800, 382-7137.
699-9152.
hypnosis. Call 897-3533.
fac[Jty and staff.
1 240-7560 ask for Sonia.

ROOJYIJVIATES

LONELY•'S

•
•

Sell it!

'Ifie

'Entertainment :Magazine of'Tfie Centra[ !FCoricfa !Future
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Despite a few clouds in the
sky, Greeks lined up on
Church Street in downtown
Orlando Saturday to watch
UCF's Homecoming parade.
The Greeks also showed their
school spirit during skit
night last Wednesday (center,
left page)as well as during
the Homecoming parade last
Saturday (bottom, left page).
Freshman fullback Donald
Huzzie scrambles for the ball
during Saturday's 35-17 victory over Samford. (upper
left, right page). UCF's newest Homecoming King and
Queen pose together before
Saturday's game,(Upper
right, right page) while a
Fighting Knight dodges the
S~mford defense.

Photos bv Armando Socares
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You gave my first glimpse of a
real life, then you ask me to carry on
with a false one. No one could endure
that.
I'm enduring it..
-Newland Archer engaging
the Countess in "Age of Innocence"

The glistening chandelier
graces the ceiling; couples in their flowing dresses and starchy black hats waltz
to the soothing melodies of Strauss.
The aroma of the spicy, juicy, succulent foods roams the floor like a ghost
seeking a hearth. Tender slices of roa~t
pork covered with thick gravy. Salads
with rich dressing covered with grated
cheese and crunchy croutons. Fettucini
covered in a delicious alfredo sauce,
the pasta sliding its bµttery flavor down
the sides of your throat. Mmmm ...
pasta.
In his film adaptation of Edith
Wharton' s period novel "The Age of
Innocence," filmmaking connoisseur
Martin Scorsese severs his tradition of
violent, brash and raw films to pursue a
more artistic vision.
Following the lead of Francis
Ford Coppola, who receded into visual
bliss with "Dracula," Scorsese offers a
more depth-filled journey into the sexual
politics of New York in the late 1800s,
balancing the senses with heightened
stimuli of smell, hearing and most importantly touch.
All the sexual energy of a writhing body scene in "9 1/
2 Weeks" could be condensed into the simple action of New land
Archer removing a silk glove from the warm hand of the
Countess. As they sit in the warmth of a carriage surrounded by
the infinite cold of winter, he takes her hand in his. He slowly
begins to unwrap her gloves as ifhe were undressing her. Her
soft skin presses against his as the silk sheathing her naked hand
disappears completely.
Even though this film contains no sex scenes whatsoever, this connotation in Scorsese's direction gives a greater

"If you want to.know your
friends, lie in the gutter,
pretend to be drunk, and
shout strange proverbs."
-Columbian Proverb

Leaves & Roots.
9{mufreas of'Bu!K,,:Jfer6s!
P{us Spices • Oifs. • Incense •'Boo/& •
9-ferE LiErary and 'RJ,searcfi 'TaECe
Monday-Saturday 1Oa.m. to 6p.m.
9434 E. Colonial Dr.• Orlando, FL 32817

823-8840

AGE OF INNOCENCE
PG
***
Key:·* Poor** Fair
*** Good **** Excellent

degree of depth, fully engaging the audience into the pounding emotions of these
characters.
Food, as annotated by Scorsese, always portrays the personality and emotion of those eating it. In "Raging Bull,"
DeNiro ate his breakfast of raw, dry
toast without any preservatives dictating his brash and simple existence: to
fight. In "Goodfellas," Henry Hill and
his cohorts sit in jail eating steaming
spaghetti with sizzling Italian sausage,
simmering garlic and hot thick tomato
sauce providing a delicious taste that lies
on the tip of the tongue. The buttery
softness of the garlic bread and the latency of the rich zinfandel wine glides
into the gullets of these gangsters. The
spicy, greasy contents of their food symbolizing their flagrant irreverent lifestyle.
In "Age of. Innocence," all the food is
perfectly separated with a sense of the
theatricalness in its presentation. A
steaming piece of broiled fish basks in a
lava flow of butter and paprika topped
with a thin stem of parsley as if its was
~~tting on a throne. A variety of salami,
cheese, turkey, pastrami lie on a crystal
platter surrounded by creamy bowls of
blue cheese and endless mountains of
rye. The finished table lined in Victorian
etiquette lies host for a melting bowl of
chunky potato soup. Chianti pours like a
waterfall from the carafe into the patiently iced goblets that find their way to
the waiting mouths of the guests.
Scorsese emulates the emotionality of the food to
transcendental proportions. At the honorary banquet of the
Countess the music is wide in scope but intimate in details as
the violins seem to glide the camera over the food drenched
table. The eyes of the guests countermand the order of the food
because of the intense repression that is hidden beneath the
superficial social structure. The dream essence progresses
through like a sailboat sailing on a soft sea, moving but stuck
in absolute time.
•Tim Wassberg

'
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Entertainment Editor

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, Fl 32826 • 282-7333 -

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 &2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Private Clubhouse
• 2 pools & sauna
•
•
•
•
•

• . Breakfast bars

·•
•
•
•

25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Complete · fitness center
Window
coverings
Sand volleyball court
Fully-equipped kitchens
Lighted tennis court
Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
2 laundry facilities
• Laser bus right to school
• 24-hour emergency maintenance

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum light on Alafaya Trail, on the
light. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

<

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

'
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CALENDAR
DEflHfl•S SKIH fl9'T. STUDIO···
MERCYFULFATE,
FLOTSAM &
JETSAM and
CATHEDRAL
OCT20
THE STATION

GOD & TEXAS, BLOOD
LIBEL
and ADVENTURES IN
IMMORTALITY
OCT20
THE GO LOUNGE

,

Licensed, Award Winning
Female Artist
1
DEANA LIPPENS

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL

Individual expression,with '
a lifetime guarantee

~~~©Ob\IL

!F©rR1

UJJ©!F

We Accept Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards!
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

~ -d

~rR10©~~

MATTRESS SETS

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups .

Twin

---·-- .. --·------·· TINTING
---------·
&
1

I 'I

I
I J.Y::~~'::f..
I
I
EXTRA

11

I J

~[JUJJ[Q)~[N][J~

$49
$55

each
each

I

DETAILING :

SPECIALS/'~1 WASH&WAX

4DOORCARS-

2DOORCARS-

OUTSIDE

TINT

TINT

Detail Inside & Out: S49.95

Mosl Cars

1
I_

$19.95 $79.95 $69.95 II
i 5 YEAR WARRANTY PARTS LABOR _____ ..I
.. __________________
(407) 381-42221•
651 N. Goldenrod, Orlan.do
: 10% OFF

I
0
1;
.~

WITH THIS AD

~~

\'~~~

GOLDENRODRD.

::I

~

~

.8

&

ALL WORKDONE/NDOORS

F

1492: CONQUEST OF
PARADISE
OCT21
6:30&9PM
WILD PIZZA

L

Most Cars

,_

OPEN 7 DAYS

0

'

R

I

D

A

MY LIFE WITH THE
THRILL KILL KULT
with MACHINES OF
LOVING GRACE
OCT21
VISAGE
I•

)

LIVING COLOUR
with CANDLEBOX
OCT27
THE STATION
')

GEN/TORTURERS
OCT28
VISAGE

ADVENTURES IN
IMMOTALITY, BITTER
HARVEST and SLOW
OCT29
THE EDGE

INXS
NOV5
UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
SUNDOME
SMASHING PUMPKINS
with SWERVEDRIVER
NOV 14
THE EDGE

ROD STEWART
NOV 18
ORLANDO ARENA

C · 0 N V E N T I 0 N '9 3
With very special guest

ACE FREHLEY
Perhaps the most influential guitarist, from the most influential band, of all major
new acts today. Most modern rock guitarists claim Ace Frehley as the main reason
they started playing guitar. As Ace and his old band are headed for legendary
status, in the '90s, we are very proud and honored to have him make this special
appearance to his most loyal fans. Don't miss this once in a lifetime opportunity!

FEATURES AND . SPECIAL EVENTS INCLUDE :
0 ACE FREHLEY AUTOGRAPH SESSION! (meet the legend in person)!
O ACE FREHLEY Question and Answer Session (talk to the legend in person)!
0 100 tables of dealers from around the world, selling every KISS item ever made!!!
0 KISS MUSEUM featuring the actual costumes, gold awards and stage equipment used by KISS!

0
0
0
0
0

All day KISS video show!
·
$5 coupon redeemable for KISS merchandise will be handed out to every single ticket holder!
The first 100 people in line will receive endless FREE promotional KISS products and merchandise!!!
Special discounted KISS Convention room rates at the Holiday Inn International Hotel.
Remember, the KISS CONVENTION is located only 15 minutes from Disney World and is in the
heart of all the major tourist points in the state. Make this event a complete vacation! . - - - - - - - - -

Admission is $9 in advance, $12 at the door. Tickets available through

-+

(remember, ticket price includes a $5 coupon, [distributed at the door] , redeemable for KISS merchandise at the KISS Convention) !

AT GAYFERS, MEGA MOVIES,

SOUND WAREHOUSE & SPECS

DURAN DURAN
with
THE CRANBERRIES
NOV24
ORLANDO ARENA

Dealer table rental is $~0 for the first 6' table and $40 thereafter. Call to reserve - 703 953 2488

(407) 839 3900

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1993 11am-8pm in ORLANDO, FL
at the Orlando HOLIDAY INN INTERNATIONAL Convention Hall and Hotel, 6515 International Dr.
(Across from WET AND WILD water park ..Take Exit 29 off Interstate 4). Call (703) 953-2488 for more·info!
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Seed Characters...

...consider alternatives
be on the lookout for 'em!
Flea World T-44 46
(.

Until there's a cure,
there's the
American Diabetes
Association.

EVERY· TEST DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE A STRESS TEST.
Practicing for tests can help raise· your scores and lower
your anxiety. And Cliffs StudyWare® has the most complete
test preparation programs available for your computer. Get
a free Test Survival Kit, details at:

University

College Book & Supply

(M@bil)
WELCOMES

BAck STudENTs

(

WiTl-I A 10% UCF DiscouNT
University Mobil is a complete auto
service center. From electrical, air
conditioning and computer systems
to fuel injection, brakes and batteries,
University Mobil can help.
Domestic & Import autos serviced.
University Mobil
.

.

Cl

.

677-7988
Corner of University and Goldenrodo

Your one stop, complete
auto service center.

I

.._......,. . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iiiiiilm. . . . .

Student Legal Services
Problems Witfo
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets
Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

If you DO NOT want your name, address, and
telephone number printed in the Student
Directory, you must do the following:

GOTO: ·
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Administration Building Suite 282
and fill out a form

'·

~

BEFORE f;.~*1$\9
~
'V' OCTOBER 22 'V'
~- You cannot call.
YOU MUST GO
IN PERSON

f;.~415'1

Needed: Two students to serve on an SGA scholarship committee.
Duties are to review and create new scholarships.

(
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are left to mind
tor Robert Altman was k:ing ---:;;-.~~
·
~-----F'"r:,~
their neighbors' flashy
of Hollywood. His films, such as . ~- - ~-~-:L..· _-.4J~ /~/.'..;...-''
apartmentandtakefulladvantage
"M*A*S*H," "McCabe and Mrs. Muir"
~~
··
~
of the circumstances.
Andie MacDowell
Taylor's mother is played by Lily
andhismasterpiece, "Nashville,"werethe
talk of the film industry. Then he hit a rut,
Bruce Davison
Tomlin. She is a waitress trying to cope with
her drunk, limo-driver husband, played by
but that rut was eliminated with last year's ~-- From +. ..OAm .
"ft·
Lw,
Julianne Moore
great satire, "The Player." His new film,
er1call
Matthew Modine
singer Tom Waits.
0
"Short Cuts," is a return to his peak form
~~-1'
Another married couple is played by
0~
Anne Archer
TimRobbinsandMadeleineStowe. Robbins
which he last showed in "Nashville," and
~<7
Fred Ward
is a cop who is unfaithful to his wife with
the result is more than incredible.
"Short Cuts," based on the works
1'ot-,·
Jennifer Jason Leigh
Frances MacDormand, whose jealous ex7eJJ..J:J
of Raymond Carver, has no real plot exlfL·!Joother
Chris Penn
husbandisplayedbyPeterGallagher.Stowe,
Lili -Taylor
Robbin's innocent wife, finds more amusecept reality. Its scenes delve into the lives
of a great assortment of characters, from
Robert Downey, Jr.
ment in her husband's ridiculous excuses
rich doctors and news anchormen to
Madeleine Stowe .
than his own love.
drunken limo drivers and pool cleaners.
Tim Robbins
In all, there are about 25 main characters, and each one is closely related to the
This is realism at its best. Each character is
Lily fomlin
other either through a direct relationship or
filled with emotions and blankness and
confusion, and this may be the most real
Tom Waits
some-loose connection, such as the characvision of people ever filmed.
Frances McPormand
ters passing by each other. In a way, each
The movie takes place in Los AnPeter Gallagher
independent story seems to ha\.'.e some sort
geles, and after all of the characters are
Annie Ross
of dependency on each other story.
introduced, the movie is set into motion
· Lori Singer
· Altman crafts each of these tales in a
Jack Lemmon
remarkable fashion. The movie is over three
when a small boy is hit by a car. The lives
of the boy's parents (played by Bru~e
Lyle Lovett
hours long, but Altman keeps the pace fast
Davison and Andie McDowell) instantly
Buck Henry
enough,yetdeepap.dunpredictableenough,
Huey Lewis
to keep the viewer enthralled throughout.
stop, and they, for endless days and nights,
are at the hospital bed of their now--comaAlso, the keys to the film are how Altman
k~eps the tone sickly humored and how
tose son. At the same time, they are terrorized by a psychotic and simple-minded
every character is portrayed as somewhat
baker (Lyle Lovett).
ARobert Altman Film
psychotic. This final aspect is perhaps the
Meanwhile, three men on a fishgreater of the two, because it truly involves
ingtrip(playedbyFredWard,BuckHenry
the notion that people are very unpredictand Huey Lewis, who exposes himself in
able and dangerous to each other.
his first moments on the screen) disco_ver
So far, no film released· this year even
a girl's dead body in a river, and they do
Basedonthewritingsof
closelycomparestoRobertAltman's "Short
nothing about it until their fishing weekRaymond Carver Cuts." It is an epic of humanistic proporend is over. This ~ocb Wa~'s wife~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tions.
(played by Anne Archer), who shuns her
husband as a sort of selfish sicko.
•Eyal Goldsh~id
Another scenario deals with a doctor (MatRevelation Staff Writer
thew Modine) who is trying to get his wife (Juliette
Moore) to admit to a past infidelity.
Yet another case involves Christopher Penn,
a pool cleaner, and his wife, played by Jennifer Jason
Leigh. She is a phone sex operator, and he is sexually
dissatisfied in his marriage and -wonders why she
never talks dirty to him like she does to her callers.
Their friends are played by Robert Downey Jr., a
make-up artist, and Lili Taylor. Downey and Taylor

J- ·

'

•

r•rc1111
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Welcome to St. _Joseph's
1993 Camival
1501 Alafaya Trail

FOREIGN SERVICE

Fun,
food&

Rides &
Prizes

Games

Information Session
*Thursday, October 21

,:::··::::

.Free

•

Parld~g

* 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
* The Library, Room 223
Come learn about student employment
programs and career opportunities from
John Shearburn, Foreign Service Officer

-

~Ops,>.

October 22-24
For More lnfonnation o.11: 275-0841

~

~

%

(.

~

,,ti

;

.J-'V
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''The Gift."
That's the name of
t .is movie.
Simple?
Unbelievably so yet
infinitely not.
Actually, there is no
adequate way to title this
film.
But the film is original. Beyond all matters of
the word it is original.
Ferreil, in an unprecedented move with girlfriend Casey, steps into an
almost autobiographical
venture. The film is in many
ways supremely realistic,
from Casey opening up her
veins with an exacto knife

and literally jamming a syFerrell comes home to
ringe full of heroin into her see that his girlfrknd has overarm, to a wedding in a pas- dosed and brain-dead in their
ture where cows roam and wretched apartment. After a
the bride and groom have less-than-Oscar-caliber mourntheir faces covered
ing scene
with egg yolk to
and a snipTHE GIFT
consecrate the hopet
of
liness of their marnecrophilia
Unrated
riage. And this is
(Ferrell
all interplayed
with his
***
with just the right
girlfriend
Key:* Po_or **Fair
amount of Addiesupp o s tion music, even *** Good**** Excellent edly symgoing so far as to
bolizing
end the film with a ...- - - - - - - - - • their etermusic video of Ice-T and nal love), the film recedes into
Ferrell singing a duet of flashbacks whose variety
"Don't Call Me Nigga, shape_s the unbalanced e~ge of
Whitey."
the entire film. Just when it

seems to end, it begins
again. Surfing, drug deals,
a Jim Morrison-type shrine
and a hilarious gynecology
session make life a bit easier
for Ferrell before the cops
pull him out of his trip.
But what does this
all mean? Maybe Casey actually died during the filming of this truly special motion picture. Maybe she's
still in the house and nobody has found her yet. The
poini is this - you don't
know what to expect,. how
to react or what to think.
And I was eating dinner.
•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor
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Former UCF player smashes helmets in the NFL
Hamilton notes several differences between pro and college ball. His day begins
at seven in the morning and ends at five or
six each evening. It's all practice and
Page 176 of the Washington Redskins' meetings. But the biggest differences are
media guide begins with a story:
felt on the field.
The first, and only, time Rick went skydiv'The speed of the game is much more
ing he took his college roommate. His buddy intense. And the speed and size of the guys is
jumped first, but his chute didn't open, and faster and bigger." But Hamilton said that's
he had to pull his emergency chord After his favorite part of the game.
watching all this, Rick still jumped.
Hamilton played for the Knights from
This is the kind of confidence and daring 1989-92 (he was redshirted in 1988). He left
that made former Knights' standout Rick . UCF holding the school record for career
HamiltoncatchtheeyeoftheRedskins, who . tackles w~th 472. He led.the Knights in
drafted him in the third round in 1993. tackles during his sophomore, junior and
Hamiltonhasatwo-yearcontractwith Wash- senior years. But stopping runners isn't his
ington as a linebacker.
only talent. He finished college witJ:i eight
Hamilton said he had his eye on playing · interceptions, including a UCF record 97professional football for a long time.
yard return for a touchdown against Westem
"It's something you work for," he said. Illinois.
"When I entered college it was on my mind.
During the off-season Hamilton plans to
When I was in my junior year I saw things finish the two classes he needs to complete
coming together. I didn't want to give up hisdegreeincriminaljustice. He's finishing
football and I'm happy it was the Washing- at UCF through correspondence classes.
ton Redskins (who drafted me)."
He'sstillalittleunsureabouthispl'l.yingtime
By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

•

Rick Hamilton (42) led the Knights in tackles during his sophomore,
jounior and senior years. He now plays fOr the Redskins. (file/Future) ,
this season.
He needed confidence to go skydiving.
"You never know. Right now I'm back- And he uses that confidence when he disup and playing special teams. But if some- cusses his football career:
"It's going to be long and promising."
thing happens, I'm ready to play."

.

TIBBITTS
AUTOMOTIVE CARE
,,x~B~~~i. . Years

FOOTBALL from page 24

in Orlando-

The two teams seemed evenly
matched in every category.
McDowell said the four UCF
interceptions made the difference
in the game. Defensive tackle
Robert Braucht stole a pass from
Leathernecks' quarterback Rob
St. Sauver in the second quarter.

He returned the ball 36 yards
before being brought down by
St. S~uver himself at the
~athernecks' 38-yard line.
"I saw the quarterback and I
knew I was running out of gas,"
Braucht said. "It wasn't something
I was looking for. We go out looking for sacks and let the linebackers
get the interceptions."

Despite McDowell's wonies,
both Hinshaw and Braucht felt
Homecoming was not distracting. '
"Not for me,"·said Braucht,
"it's just another game."
"There's pressure every
week," Hinshaw said. "We
want to win. I'll get ready for
Bethune-Cookman and get the
job done."

,.

•
Guaranteed
671-7000
6400 University Blvd.

FOR HOME OR BUSINESS

386 &·486 SYSTEMS

365~3085

Complete with VGA Monitor, 40-120MB HDD,

2981 Alafaya Trail·
All ·Maj or Credit Cards &
Personal Checks Accented

* No Credit Necessary!
~

* No Long-Term Obligation!

* Free Repair Service!
* Free Loaner!

*-Early Purchase Option!

* Rent By Phone!
* Same Day Delivery!

FREE PRINTER AND
FREE SOFTWARE

•

·INCLUDED!

t

Free Hot Dogs
$1 Drafts during game

1 lee cold

beers on taP

30

Bottled beers
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7 Free
Shuffle Board
3030 N. Goldenrod
Between University &Goldenrod

678-7755

Only 5 minutes away from campus

Casselberry, FL
(407) 331-7300
914 E. SR 436
next to Winn-Dixie
Orlando, FL

(407) 658-8770
723 S. Semoran Blvd.
Danube Shqpping Center

Orlando, FL
(407) 298~9980
5266 W. Colonial Dr.

*
MA GIc

QUALITY WORTH RENTING.
QUALITY WORTH OWNING.

Wal~Mart Shopping Center at Pine Hills

.

RENT TO OWN
FURNITURE

*

APPLIANCES

*

ELECTRON/CS

Based on Rent to Own agreemenL No ownership until final payment is made. Taxes and fees
not included ($99. x24 mo's =$2376.) Product may nolbe available al all locations.
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Drake winds down career
during rebuilding season
By ANDREW VARNON
Contributing Reporter
Karen Drake has been a stalwart
defenderontheLady Knights' soccer team, starting for four consecutive years. Drake, asenior, has been
a solid contributor from the beginning with her size, speed and sheer
force ofwill. A rugged veteran, she
has seen much in her four campaigns.
Drake is one of three current
players who were here when Coach
Karen Richter was starting at UCF
as goalkeeper. That was Drake's
freshman year, when Richter re. ceivedGoalkeeperofthe Yearhonors from the NCAA. Drake says
her relationship with Richter has
had to adjust over the years as
Richter rose from fellow player to
assistant coach to head coach.
"Karen has been a great friend to
me from the beginning," Drake
says. "Ihavealotofrespectforher.
But there's a line you have to draw
between a player and a coach."
Whatever she might feel about
her former teammate who is now
her coach, Drake has had to come
to grips with her senior season that
has become a rebuilding year for
.the team.
'We all had high hopes coming
into the season, and I'm not trying
to say that we have all let ourselves
down or anything, but the coaching
transition has been tough."
When Richter arrived at the beginning of the season, she filled the
gap of uncertainty for the players
............... .. ......

about who exactly was going to be
coaching the UCF women's soccer team. Unfortunately, most of
the damage had been already done.
The schedule Richter and the
Lady Knights inherited from
coaches Roby andMichelleAkersStahl over the summer was a burden on the team. The team played
itsfirstninegamesontheroad.And
even with behemoths UNC and
Duke on the schedule, because ofa
lack ofDi vision I-A opponents, the
Lady Knights' scheLule wasn't
considered Division I-A caliber.
'When we returned this year, it
was like playing with a riew team,"
says Drake. 'The warm-ups were
different and the practices were
different. It was rough. Between
losing Bill [Barker] and theinterim
coaches and all that mess, we just
didn't know what to expect. It was
hard to get motivated."
On top of those troubles, two
players suffered injuries early in
the season. Sophomore Christina
Kenney and freshman Melanie
Freeman would have been strong
additions to the front line, but each
blew a knee in practice. Kenney
tied for sixth in scoringfortheLady
Knights las~year with a goal and an
assist.
Despiteall these pitfalls, theLady
Knights were doing okay until the
Centenary game.
"Except for UNC, we were in all
the games we have played so far,"
says Drake. 'There is no reason
why we couldn't beat any of those
other teams. The weekend we
played Centenary, that was tough

a

·.·.·.·:::::·::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;::·::::::·

road trip. We lost all three of our
games. AgainstCentenary we were
just 1ike, 'Who are they?"'
That Centenary game was a turning point in the season. It was then
when the dreams of postseason in
the NCAA tournament faded into
the reality ofa rebuilding year. The
gamecuriously also marked abrief
change in UCF' s strategy.
But, since returning to the old
form, the Lady Knights tied Lynn,.
beat Florida Atlantic and thrashed
College ofCharleston. As an aside,
in the scorefestthatwas the College
of Charleston game, Drake scored
the first goal of her college career.
The wins over FAU and Charleston set .up the big showdown between UCF and Florida International at FIU on Friday. The game
should mean the Trans America
Athletic Conference title.
But a TAAC title is small beans
to a veteran who has cut her teeth
with a team whose goal has always
been the NCAA tournament. But
Drake has re~igned herself to helping out this team in its rebuilding
effort.
'What I'fn most disappointed
with is that this hasn't been one of
my best years, personally," she says.
"I want to help everybody out, help
them prepare for next year, but it
has been .a little disappointing. We
still have some goals left. We want
to try and win theconference,knock
FIU out of the NCAA's, win the
rest of our games and try to break
the top 20 [NCAA rankings]. But
next to what I've already accomplishedwith this team, none of that
means a whole lot."

·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.;.::·::::::::;:;:;:

Everyone
knows someone
with diabetes.

RecTober Fest '93
Tone is nll1l1ing out to signup your team (four males and
four females) for U<Fs ~
est Day of Play.
There will he
free food, pri7£s
and best of all ftm.
Compete in.a full

range of
wacky
~
and

games.
So, c.'lll

8ZJ-2408or
stop by BS 101
for lllOfe infonna-

Uon.
SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!
Thi Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold a

bachelor's degree (or will receive one by
June 30, 1994), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and

\lillZ~lll'llWllllllllll•I
Timex Fitness Week
Today-Disc Golf 34 p.m.
Thursday-Aerobics
class at the UCF
Arena
3-4 p.m.
Timex Fitness Competition 4-5:30 p.m.
Saturday-Pegathon
Run
For more information
call Recreational
Services at 823-2408.

·
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14 million reasons
to find a cure .

govemme9t offices.

~~.

Get ex~ellence in dentistry~ and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight yel;l.Ts. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for U.C. F. SLudent.s with Valid l. D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental Implant Prosthetics
Member: American Dental Association,
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for
Spons Dentistry, Florida Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental ociety
Team Dentist: University of Central F1orlda1

$24 complete dental ·exam·and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any• Discuss findings• Get
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends li /:50/ 94

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

..

Call 282-2101

It is our office policy that the patient and any other person responsible for payment has th~ right to refu se to pay, ca ncel payment. or be rei mbursed fo r payment for any other se rvice , examina ti~n. or treatment which 1s
performed a~ a result o f and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement fo r the free, d i:;counted fee, o r reduced fee service. e xamination or treatment

c:
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A shave and an aspirin help superstitious Lipham on the cross-country path
others on and off the track.
"Since arriving at UCF, Eric has
pushed Pete in a big way," Loftus
explained, referring to the friendly
rivalry between Liphamand senior
Pete Fournier. The two runners
have competed for the numberone ranking for the last two seasons. The intrasquad competition
has motivated the younger run-

By SEAN PERRY
Contributing Reporter

•

"A true student of his event, and
a great role model for younger
runners." That's how Coach Doug
Loftus describesjuniorcross country runner Eric Lipham.
As well as being a role model for
younger athletes, Liphamseivesas
amotivatorandinspiration to many

ners, increasing times significantly
and leading the Knights to a second
place finish at the Miami Invitational.
Lipham was born and raised
in the St. Petersburg area and
attended Seminole High School,
where he performed for two years
on the cross country and track
teams.Liphamexplainedthathis

•

..
Junior Eric Lipham has been an inspiration to the people in his life. He
brings that influenc~ to the UCF cross-country team. (DeHoog/Future)

•

•

Ten Trivial Tidbits on where U~F's Homecoming
game might be played next year.
10) Orange Bowl -oops, the Campus Activities Board already had
us playing there this year.
9) Orlando Arena -except it might be booked by the Magic.
8) Thunderdome -St. Pete's baseball stadium has to be used for
something besides Arena Football and hockey .
7) Australian Olympic venue - but, it might not be completed in
time.
6) Ebbets Field - nah, that' s been knocked down .
5) UCF Arena -probably not, the rent costs too much.
4) Aloha Bowl - heck, it would be like a bowl game.
3) University High School - but, where would we put all the fans?
2) Skydome - it would be part of the free trade agreement.
1) Florida Citrus Bowl - home s~eet home, right CAB?
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• Friendly Atmosphere
•Personal Training
• Cpmputer Fitness Testing
• CQ-.Ed facility

,----;FREE----,

•

I E:l'l.'ROLLMENT WITH
I
ANY ANNUAL
I PROGRAM WITHTHIS
I COUPON STUDENTS
I\.... $19.95 PER MONTH

J

_________ _j

I
I
I

•Free Weir)lts
•Aerobics
• Exercise \:ycles
• Stairdimhers
•Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
•Weight Loss
•JuiceBar

•Nursery

father had inspired him to join said. "I think this team will be
cross country at the end of the nationally ranked within the next
baseball season by telling of his three or four years."
own "Glory Days" on the high
.Lipham "always gives [the
schoolteam.Lipham'sfather,an team] 110 percent," remarked
avidsmokeratthetime,followed . Loftus~ "and is encouraging to the
Eric's progres~ closely. By the rest of the team."
end of the season Eric had inLipham ·believes his self motispired his father to quit smoking vation and hard-working mentaland take up running again. Lance ity has helped him to increase his
Lipham hasn't touched a ciga- times. Although he has a strong
work ethic, headmittedsomeofhis
rette since.
faults
as well. "Sometimes I lose
The younger Lipham is a social
science education major and plans concentration during the race, and
on teaching at the high school level it is hard to stay focused. I also tend
after graduation. He eventually to be somewhat superstitious."
wouldalsoliketocoachcrosscounBefore he laces up his cleats,
Lipham shaves his face and drains
try an~ track at that level. His high
a sports drink, followed by a water
school coach encouraged him to
d Ad il Th
h bee
fi UCF
an an v . epattem as n
runHior
· th Kni h
ad · working, as Lipham has led the
· s career on e g ts squ
team to a second-place finish in
has been an eventful one, leading Miarm· and a top fini sh at Flon-da
back to his freshman season under State. His personal finishes were in
former coach Paco Castro.
the top-five percent on the univer"We had a meet in Miami for
sity level at both meets.
theGatoradelnvitationalthatwas
Lipham will not be happy
supposed to start at 8 a.m. The unless the team runs away with the
coachgottheteamthereat7:55," Trans America Athletic ConferLipham explained. "We had to ence title this season. He has demput our shoes on and run to the onstrilted, on and off the trac~ that
starting line for the first heat. through his hard work and self
Needless to say, we were lapped· motivation he inspires everyone
a few times!"
fromhis father to his fellow runners
Lipham is excited about the and will be a key factor in UCF' s
arrival of Loftus. "Loftus has acquiring of the conference chamtumed the program around," he pionship.
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The ref blew the call, but should there be an instant replay?
NFL owners voted to do away with this check on officials, but is it time to bring it back?

I was watching last Thursday's NFL
game and late in the fourth quarter the L.A.
Rams were threatening to score and a long
pass was thrown to the five yard line. The
receiver was mugged. The fans knew it, the
viewers knew it and the players knew it
1NT' s broadcasters knew it and pointed it
out And everyone who wasn't sure ,the first
time around gotto see it clearly on the instant
replay.
I think the referee knew it too. But after
making the wrong call who is going to
ovenule themselves? The play could have
drastically changedtheoutcomeoftheRams/
Falcons game. The team and their fans felt
robbed and rightfully so, the game wasn't
fair. But there was no one to right the wrong.
Wake-up NFL owners, instant replay needs
to be reinstated.
People either praised the system or complained about it. Those who are in opposition
have a weak argument- it adds t<?Q much
time to the game. Please, what's 10 minutes
in a three hour plus game? And, if it makes
the game more equitable, then most people
should support it.
Mr. Trivial Trylko over there surprises
me with his opinion. I, for one, like to see
honest games. Don't you Trivial? No one
getstocheat;noone gets away with anything
justbecausearefdidn'tseeit. Therule "ifyou
don't get caught it's not illegal" does not
apply here. It shouldn't apply here. Gee,
Trivial, is it just that your Seattle Seahawks

only wins on fluke calls?
Well, I was also watching that Thursday
Now, I should interject something here. nitro game and agree the call in question was
I' mnot picking on refs. I understand thata lot bad. So wrong, it could have been reversed.
happens on the field and they sometimes . But it wasn't, becauseNRownersdumped
miss things. They're only human. But to be instant replay review a while back. They
human is to admit you're not perfect
made the right decision.
.But right now the games are not as even- - Sure, referees and umpires make mishanded as they should be. The stakes are takes. They're only human. And, it's
pretty high in pro sports these days, espe- this element that's one of the most excially football. And I'm not even talking citing aspects of sports competition.
about bookies and pools. I'm talking about · Instant replay didn't take people out of
player bonuses based on perfonnance, the decision making process. An officoaches and players losing jobs because of . cial was still needed to watch the TV
poor records and teams losing out on money replay and make the call.
based on one bad call which kept them out of
And, if you remember this delay addoo a
the playoffs or even the Super Bowl. Come great deal of time to the average NH, broadon Trivial, don 'ttell me ifthe Seabirds come cast. Ms. Duncanson, you don't think 10
close to the playoffs (use your imagination minutes or so ·is too much to ask from
here) and a bad call keeps them out, your not viewers?Well, it's annoying and more often
going to wish we µsed instarit replay. Get than not, the calls weren't changed.
real.
Ms. Duncanson, how many teams missed
Stand and cheer, football fans, and de- the playoffs or Super Bowl because of a bad
mand games be played fairly.
call? Not many, if any. And, we shouldn't be

TMC releases pre-season basketball hype
By TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor
While the coaches and sports
infonnation directors of the Trans
AmericaAthleticConferencemay
not think UCF' s basketball teams
will be going very far this season,
they are enthusiastic about a few of
their players.
The Lady Knights' Lonnette
Frazier was namerl to the TAAC' s
pre-season second team roster.
Meanwhile, DaITylDavis and Victor Saxton were selected to the
men's second team squad.
Frazier, a member of the TAAC
All-Freshman team last season,
averaged nearly 11 points a game
during the 1992-93 season. Additionally, Frazier led the Lady
Knights with a seven rebounds per
game average.
Davis is the leading scorer
among all returning TAAC players. Last season he led the team
while averaging 18.1 points per
game. Saxton scored 172 points
per game, good for second among
all returning conference players.
Pre-season voters were not that
kind to the men's and women's
basketball teams, picking both to
finish well behind their conference

opponents.

Predicted men's finish:
1. College of Charleston
2. Florida International
3. Georgia State
4. UCF
5. Samford
6. Stetson
7. Mercer
8. Centenary
9. Southeastern Louisiana

Predicted women's finish:
1. Florida International
2. College of Charleston
3. Georgia State
4. Southeastern Louisiana
5. Mercer
6. Stetson
7. UCF

TAAC conference winners earn automatic bids to the
NCAA tournament. The men's conference tournament will be
held at the UCF Arena March 3-5. The women's conference
tourney will be held at Southeastern Louisiana March 10-12.

making changes because of some bookies.
Gee, wouldn't it be terrible if someone lost a
few bucks because of a missed call? Hey,
let's not forget the gambler who wins because of the muffed decision.
You know Ms. Duncanson, I am capable
ofacompromise. Remember the old United
StatesFootballLeague?TheUSFLlaunched
the careers of Herschel Walker and Steve
Young, gave us the two-point conversion
and also a unique instant replay policy.
Coaches questioning an official's judgement could appeal a certain number of
calls per half. If the play was sustained, the
team was penalized a time-out. So, coaches
didn't cry foul on every other play. The
truly terrible fouls were reversed and nearly
everyone was happy.
So, if the USFL policy were adopted by
the NFL I would be supportive. But, the
NFL hates that old Springtime league, so
don't look for any changes in the status
quo. And, that means instant replay should
remain an interesting NFL experiment
gone bad.
Ms. Duncanson, quit crying in your KoolAid. A bad call won't cost my 'Hawks a
playoff spot and they won't deny your New
York Giants one either. Odds are the talent
on the field will determine these teams' fates.
Not some zebra will a pocket full of yellow
hankies.
Until next week, remember, the sports
· beat goes on.

shAOJROCK
BeveRA~e
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Busch
and
Busch Light
Suitcases

Get the Picks From the Pros in Vegasl
~Updated Every Day ~

~ CAU NOi/Vii

~

I ·900·737·2828· Ext. 330
($2.00 per minute)
Avalon Comm., Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 525-0800 (18 or Older)

LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
KINKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION
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cavernous Florida Citrus Bowl,
with a little more than 8,000 fans
the United Way's Roclcin' Rally paying much attention to the black
versus Yale. That game produced and gold on any given Saturday
UCF' s largest home crowd, an an- night in the Fall. Thus, the move to
home games at 1:30 p.m.
nounced 23,489.
"So far, the day games have
"We helped United Way earn
money and we helped UCFfroma been a good idea. We've had immarketing perspective. It gives the proved attendance over last year.
program a shot in the arm," Sloan They've been nice events," Sloan
said.
comments.
With only two games remainMore importantly, Sloan has
been working his immense num- ing, UCF will need a bit of a push
ber of contacts while scheduling to meet the NCAA attendance refuture football opponents_. In the quirement. Through five home
years ahead, UCFwilltakeonteams games, the Knights are averaging
from Georgia Tech, Florida and 13,244.
Sloan doesn't seem deterred by
FloridaState.Plus, agreements have
alreadybeenworkedoutwithMid- these numbers. In fact, the chalAmerican Conference schools lenge seems to motivate him beOhio University, Kent State and cause challenges are nothing new .
to this former player and coach.
Ball State.
Sloan quartetbacked the Crim'i've been very pleased with the
scheduling we've been able to do," son Tide to two Southeastern Conferencechampionshipsanda28-4Sloan adds enthusiastically.
Through this aggressive sched- 1 record. Following a brief NFL
uling, Sloan recognizes the biggest career with the Atlanta Falcons,
challenge facing the football pro- Sloanlandedassistantcoachingpogram: fan support. The NCAA re- sitions with 'Bama,FSU and Georquires an average of 17 ,000 fans gia Tech. Following those warmper game prior to approving a ups, he guided Vanderbilt on the
university's move to I-A. Last sea- field, earning SEC Coach of the
son, the Knights played before a YearhonorswiththeCommc~:lores.

Sloan bounced around from the
sidelines to the front office after
that, taking the North Texas job in
1990. There he's been the guiding
force behind the school's move to
I-A. This experience bolsters his
resume and puts the community on
notice that he's serious about his
work at UCF. Now, he must convince the student body.
"Students are extremely important to us. Students really make the
college atmosphere. They create
an environment conducive to fun
and winning. We really couldn't
have a very good program without
good student support."
Sloan has written two books,
''Calling Life's Signals" and "A
Whole New Ball Game." Those
titles seem appropriate now. He'll
be calling the signals in UCF's
football transition, taking over a
program that is clearly on the horizon of some rather big accomplishments.
"UCF has a world of potential.
Now, it's time to make itareality,"
Sloan gushes. .
With Steve Sloan wor~g the
phones,attendingthemeetingsand
pressmg the flesh, you can already
feel the realitytakingcenterstageat
UCF.

M~n's

golf team has big
shoes to fill this season
Last year was the first time since
l 989thatthe Knightsdidnotqualify
for post season play. But if the
Knights expect to do this they will
The future looks bright this sea- have some big shoes to fill.
son for the men's golf team. With
This year they will be without
one of the top collegiate golfers in the graduated Hans Strom-Olsen.
the nation and an experienced He was a two time All-American,
squad, coach Mike Shumaker who won five collegiate tournahopes to lead his team to a berth in ments and made four appearances
the NCAA East Regionals.
in the NCAA championships in his
Last year's team was plagued UCFcareer.
with inconsistent play, but returnWith four returning starters, the
ers hope to remedy that with their Knights hope to regain their conexperience. This year's team will sistency and become a contender
be led byjuniorAll-American Rob- by regainingtheirnational ranking.
ert Damron:
Roster
Last season Damron lead the Alex Baillie
Jr
team with an 18-hole average of Robert Damron
Jr
73. He won two tournaments and Claes Hovstadius
Fr
Fr
finished in the top 10 six times. He Sean Quinlivan
Jr
received All-Trans America Ath- Trey Sones
So
letic Conference honors and quali- Tony Thorpe
Eric Tuscan
So
fied to play as an individual in the Adrian Warley
Jr
NCAA East Regionals and nar- Robert Wiggins
Jr
rowly missed qualifying for the Kevin Yantis
So
NCAA finals.
By PAT KARSNICK
Contributing Reporter

.,.

Racquetball doubl~s sign-up deadline is Friday. Call
823-2408 or stop 'by RS 101 for niore information .

•

.,

•

Are You a Non-traditional Stildent?
... students who, for one reason or another, find
themselves in a university setting with the
added responsibilties of child care, employment, or other interests which may
limit thier ability to devote thier full attention to academic endeavors, or any student who, because of circumstance, .situation or choice, has had the normal educational process or schedu.le interupted.
.

"

Meeting the Non-traditional Students needs

Meeting Time:
Thursdays
10:30 a.m. · 12:00 p.m.
Student Center Room 214
•

Coming Up:
November 6 • 9:30 a.m. • 1 p.m. • SOL

Single Parents as Students
Survival Skills Workshop

s-()orts
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Golden Knights make homecoming
memorable, beat Leathernecks 35-17
By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor
UCF Golden Knights head
coach Gene McDowell hates
the Homecoming game. He
thinks it's a distraction to the
players.
But the team kept focused in
Saturday's contest and improved
their Homecoming game record to
8-6 with a 35-17 victory over the
Western Illinois University
leathernecks at the Florida Citrus
Bowl in front of an announced
crowd of 12,857 fans. The score,
however, was not representative of
the game. The 18-point margin of
victory gave a false impression the
Knights man-handled the
Leathernecks. Not so.
The beginning of the game did
not bode well for the Knights.
They had two possessions in

the first quarter but could not
get into the end zone. Western
Illinois put the first score on
the board early in the second
quarter with a six-yard touchdown. The Knights retaliated
with two TD' s of theirown,a37yard pass from quarterback Darin
Hinshaw to Rufus Hall, and an 11yard pass to Mark Whittemore.
The Knights held the Leathernecks
to a field goal and went into the
break with a 14-10 lead despite
being plagued with nine penalties
which cost them 77 yards.
Western Illinois regained the
lead early in the second half, then
lost it again on a Hinshaw to David
RhodesTDpass.TheLeathemecks
almost pulled within one, but de~
fensiveend GregJeffersonblocked
the field goal attempt, saving the
Knights' 21-17 lead. The fourth
quarter belonged to UCF, who

tacked on two more TD' s, another intercepted just once. His receivers
from Rhodes and one from Willie racked up 285 yards. Rhodes saw
English.
the most action with six catches for
;?lace kicker Charlie Pierce 117 yards and two TD's.
did his part converting all four Whittemore snagged five passes
point-after attempts. He is 22 and one end zone dance.
of24 for the season. The Golden
Despite the victory, praises
Knights now have a 5-1 record. were not being sung for
Noticeably absent in the first Hinshaw.
half was UCF' s running game,
"He wasn't hot today," said
which only accounted for 27 McDowell. "He hurt his shoulyards. It did see more action in der (in a previous game) and he
the second half, when UCF had hasn't been as effective."
a comfortable lead.
"Quarterback's all over take
"They have an eight-man hits and their arm deteriorates
front," explained Hinshaw, and it's my job to keep it up,"
"and it's hard to run the foot- Hinshaw said. "If any of the
ball. But when it c~me· down to muscles get· damaged it's going to affect you. And I made
it, we did the right things.".
Even so, English still ran for some bad decisions today. But
130 yards. With the running game overall as a team we are doing
stalled, the aerial attack was called · well."
upon tostandanddeliver. Hinshaw
completed 22of40 passes, but w~ FOOTBALL continued on 19

•

•

.
Darin Hinshaw threw four
touchdowns in Saturday's
win. (DeHoog/Future)

Sloan prepares for the challenges
of UCF Knights' athletic program
By TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor
"Hello there. Steve Sloan. Nice
to meet you." So extends the greeting ofUCF' s new athletic director.
This expression has become commonplaceintheFloridaCitrusBowl
press box during home football
gamesandjustaboutevel)'\\'here
else in Central Florida recently.
UCF' s new AD has been a busy
At left: UCF's new AD

has gone right to work.
(DeHooglFuture)

maninhisshorttimeoverseeingthe
university's athletic program. And,
Sloan's not arrogantly "too busy" to
see students, the press or even wellwishers. He's simply swamped because he's been splitting his time
between two schools.
First, Sloan has been winding
down his tenure guiding athletics at
North Texas. Meanwhile, he's also
been a frequent flyer club regular,
travelling back and forth between
0-Town and the Lone Star State.
When in Orlando, he's regularly
meeting and greeting as many business and civic leaders, university
personnel and students as is pos-

•

sible in a 24-hour day.
'The people have been very
kind, very generous as far as their
hospitality. I'm very impressed
with this school, that it has been
abletodowhatithasinsuchashort
period of time," Sloan said.
But shaking hands and talking
sports is not all this fonner Alabama All-American quarterback
has been doing. Sloan's been aggressivelytaking overthe reigns of
UCF's push to I-A football status.
In just a few months at UCF, he's
been the university's point man on

SLOAN continued page 23
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WHIT'S
:MEN'S GOLF @Stetson Intercollegiate

VOLLEYBALL @Florida International

:MEN'S SOCCER vs. College of Charleston

Golf Tournament Oct 10-12
UCF finish: 3rd out of 11 temns
Top UCF finisher: Robert Damron (1st)
Other UCF finishers: Trey Sones (t-4th)
Robert Wiggins (t-lOth)
Chaes Houstandius (t-26th)
Sean Quinliran (t-52nd)
Damron won this tournament on the 2nd hole
of sudden death as the Knights finished just
fom shots behind the winning team.

Oct.14
UCF def. FIU 12-15, 15-6, 14-16, 15-3, 15-11
This improved the Knights record in fivegame matches to 1-2.

Oct. 16
Final: UCF 1, COC 0
UCF goals: NONE
UCF in the net: Menard 1 goal against, 7
saves
UCF record: 2-7-1

MEN'S SOCCER vs. Stetson Oct 13
Final: Stetson 1, UCF 0
UCF goals: NONE
UCF in the net: Menard 1 goal against, 5
saves
UCFrecord: 1-7-1
UCF Jost a hard battle despite great play from
Didier Menard in the net. The Hatters only
goal caine on a 2nd half penalty kick
VOLLEYBALL vs. South Florida Oct 13
.
South Flo~da def. UCF 15-13, 15-10! 15-7
Though this w~ the second co~secutive h~me

VOLLEYBALL @ Jacksonville University
Oct 15
UCF def. Jacksonville 15-8, 17-15, 15-12
The Knights continue to dominate TAAC
foes. They have amassed a 23-5 overall
record. UCF has now swept 17 opponents in
28matches.

@USP Championships Oct.15
·
UCF men's team finish: 5th out of 21
UCF women's team finish: 8th out of 18
Top UCFmen's finisher: RenePlosencia
27:22 (22nd)
Top UCF women's finisher: Jeanne Lesniak
19:42 (31st)
CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN'S GOLF @Beacon Woods

Invitational @Bayonet Point
UCF team finish: 8th out of 12
Top UCF finisher: Kristen Putman (t-13th)
loss for the Knights, they remam unbeaten m Putman shot 71 on the final round to help the
conference play.
Knights move up in the standings.

· @~~AP?
WEDNESDAY

VoJJeyball vs. Stetson 7 p.m.
FRIDAY

WO:MEN'S SOCCER vs. College of

Charleston Oct.17
Final: UCF 13, COC 0
UCF Goals: Geltz (2), Hoover (2), Kochevar
(3), Stout (3), Shaw (1), Ruth (1), Drake (1)
UCF in the net: Brann 0 goals against, 2 saves
UCF record: 6-6-1
The Knights blitied the College of Charleston
with an offensive barrage. In fact, the
opponents were only able to manage two shots
on goal against Heather Brann.
MEN'S SOCCER vs. Georgia St. Oct 17
FmaJ: GSU 2, UCF 1
UCF goals: Betsinger @5:00 assisted by
Omoclt and Wall
UCF in the net: Menard 2 goals against, 5
saves
UCF record: 2-8-1

Men's Soccer vs. Maryland-Baltimore
Community CoJlege @ Stetson 1p.m.
Women's Soccer @ Florida International
7p.m.
SATURDAY

Rugby vs. Florida Atlantic 2 p.m.
Football @Bethune Cookman 4 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Western Kentucky@
Stetson 1 p.m.
TUESDAY

Women's Soccer vs. Stetson 3:30 p.m.

Compiled by SCOTT GINCHEREAU
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